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ABSTRACT
EARLY-AGE HYDRATION STUDIES OF PORTLAND CEMENT
Fengjuan Liu
October 27, 2014
Our current knowledge on cement hydration during setting is based on the
discrete observation of hydrated paste. An advanced micro/nano-level technique which
can perform the in-situ observation on the continuous hydration of cement paste is
demanded. In this study, Raman spectroscopy (RS) was chosen as such a method to
continuously investigate wet pastes. The objective of this research is to explore the
hydration process and microstructural development of fresh pastes with this technique.
This research was conducted in three phases. First, the RS analysis was used to
continuously observe the cement hydration from 20 minutes after mixing to 9 hours.
Based on the analysis, it was found that RS was able to characterize both the cement
ingredient (C3S, C2S, C3A, and gypsum) and hydration products (C-S-H gel, CH,
ettringite, and monosulfate). The evolution of these components during the setting period
was also detected by RS. The obtained Raman signals can indicate the end of the dormant
period and initial setting in the cement paste.

vi

The RS was then expanded to study the differences in the hydration mechanisms
of hardened ordinary cement paste and ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC). The
silica fume included into the UHPC was found to react quickly during the first two weeks.
The content changes of calcium silicates, calcium hydroxide (CH), and ettringite were
different in the ordinary paste and UHPC.
In the third phase, Raman chemical mapping was implemented on the hardened
cement paste to explore the microstructure developments during the hydration process. A
mapping protocol was developed. The obtained maps were able to correctly reflect the
distributions and connections of the different paste components. From the mapping study
on the cement paste, it was found that ettringite tended to locate on the surface of calcium
silicates, while CH was apt to concentrate and localize in the pores as big crystals.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Concrete Setting
Concrete is the most widely used construction material all over the world. In the
United States alone, concrete production is a $30 billion per year industry, considering
only the value of the ready-mixed concrete sold each year (NRMCA, 2013). This amount
is twice as much as the combination of steel, wood, plastics, and aluminum. With the
better understanding of its properties, the concrete production is expected to increase.
Concrete is a composite materials consisting of cement, water, coarse and fine
aggregates, and various mineral and chemical admixtures. During its service life, the
physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of concrete undergo dramatic changes.
These changes are mainly governed by the hydration process of cement paste in the
concrete. Hydration is defined as the reaction between cement and water, the mixture of
which is called cement paste. Paste works as a “glue” to bind aggregates together to form
the concrete matrix. Upon cement mixed with water, hydration occurs and produces a
variety of hydration products. With ongoing hydration, these products are able to grow,
leading to the contact of each individual cement grains. During this process, cement paste
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evolves from a suspension-like mixture to a solid matrix. This phenomenon is called
setting.
Setting happens in the first few hours after concrete mixing. Compared to the
other stages of concrete’s service life, cement is more reactive and the hydration rate is
much faster during the setting period. The microstructure formed during this period
would lay a good foundation for concrete performance throughout its service life. In
terms of the early-age properties, a proper setting can provide the concrete with sufficient
consistency, cohesiveness, and initial strength for implementing the subsequent
construction process. In terms of the late-age performance, proper setting will lead to a
sound microstructural formation, which in turn provides concrete with desired
macrostructural properties, such as strength and durability. Therefore, setting behavior of
concrete plays an essential role in the life-time performance of concrete.

1.2 Macro and Micro-level Techniques on Studying Concrete Setting
Because setting is important, engineers and researchers have developed various
methods to investigate setting behaviors of concrete. Among those methods, Vicat needle
test and isothermal calorimetric measurement are the two most commonly used macrolevel techniques. The former is often utilized to determine the initial and final setting of
cement paste (Chen and Odler, 1992; Nonat et al., 1997), while the calorimetric
technique is used to classify the hydration stages of paste based on the measured heat
signature (Gu and Beaudoin, 1997; Snelson et al., 2008). Since these methods measure
the macro-level properties during setting, i.e., mechanical property (penetration resistance)
2

or physical property (heat signature), the results normally indirectly reflect different
aspects of hydration and microstructure evolution during the setting period. Therefore,
methods that can directly detect cement hydration and microstructure development during
setting are needed. Spectroscopic and imaging techniques, such as X-ray diffraction
(XRD) (Scrivener et al., 2004; Korpa et al., 2009), infrared spectroscopy (IR) (Mollah et
al., 2000; Ylmen et al., 2009), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Scrivener, 2004;
Kjellsen and Lagerblad, 2007), are commonly used by researchers to study
microstructural evolution during setting. Although these methods are efficient in
investigating the hydration process (IR and XRD) and microstructure (SEM) in the
cement paste, all of them require sophisticated sample preparation processes. During the
preparation processes, the microstructure of the cement paste can be destroyed and the
samples prepared in these ways are not reusable. Therefore, our current knowledge on
setting behavior is based on discrete observation. Real-time and continuous investigation
of concrete microstructure during setting is needed.

1.3 Research Significance and Objectives
The microstructure of the paste matrix formed during setting period determines
the strength and durability of the concrete at late age. Therefore, to obtain a concrete with
good properties at both the early and late ages, an appropriate setting should be achieved.
Given this background, the availability of information about cement hydration process
during setting is critical. The current available techniques applied to study fresh paste
require sophisticated sample preparations, which bring difficulties in continuous
3

investigation on real-time hydration of fresh cement paste. Thus our current knowledge
on cement hydration during setting is based on discrete observation. The in-situ and
continuous study of the fresh paste is missing. With these techniques, how the chemical
changes influence the distributions and connections of the components in the cement
paste also remains unknown. Regarding these two aspects, Raman spectroscopy (RS) is
chosen to continuously observe the hydration of fresh paste during setting, and also to
chemically map the paste microstructure during hydration process. RS does not require
complex sample preparation, and water does not disturb the analysis of other components
mixed in it. These make it a suitable method for observing wet cement paste. Combing
with confocal microscopy, RS chemical mapping can reveal the relationships between the
chemical and physical changes in the cement paste.
The goal of this research is to explore microstructural development of paste by insitu observations with advanced physical and chemical methods on micro-scales. This goal
is accomplished by a series of research tasks that can be divided into several stages. First,
to provide solid understanding of hydration mechanism, continuous in-situ observations
on real-time hydration have been carried out with RS on the cement pastes with various
water to cement (w/c) ratios during the setting period. Second, RS results on hydration
progress have been correlated to paste setting behaviors (setting time and hydration heat)
measured with techniques on macrostructural level. This can provide theoretical supports
for the occurrence of setting. Third, the chemical mapping feature of the RS system has
been applied to explore the components distributions and connections in the paste
microstructure. This microstructural exploration can be used to evaluate the effect of
paste hydration behavior on the microstructure formation after setting.
4

The research activities will improve the current understanding of cement
hydration mechanisms. The research can also be greatly helpful to the fundamental
understanding of setting behavior, so that the construction process can be controlled. The
research findings will provide cement and admixture manufacturers and researchers with
information they need to improve their products and simulations. The presented research
will also provide the cement industry and local and federal agencies with insights into
improving current or creating new formulations of concrete and concrete admixtures.

1.4 Structures of This Dissertation
This dissertation consists of three parts. Part one provides a general introduction
of the motivation and objectives of this research project (Chapter 1), and a review on the
cement hydration process and microstructural development of Portland cement paste
(Chapter 2). The micro-level techniques applied to study the cement hydration are also
introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the theoretical background and spectral
analyzing procedures of RS. A detailed review of the application of RS in cement
chemistry is also provided.
The second part of the dissertation consists of the application of RS spectral
analysis on the hydration process of cement paste at the early age. Chapter 4 focuses on
the use of the RS to continuously detect the real-time cement hydration process during
setting period. The relationships between the detected Raman signals and setting
time/heat evolution are also explored in this chapter. The extension of RS analysis to
study the hydration process of hardened cement paste and ultra-high performance
5

concrete (UHPC) is elaborated in Chapter 5. The differences regarding the hydration
mechanisms in the two types of materials are illustrated.
The third part of this thesis focuses on the application of RS to chemically map
the paste microstructure at the early ages. Chapter 6 discusses the preliminary studies of
using RS chemical mapping on the components distributions and connections in the paste
matrix. The detailed results gained by chemical mapping in cement paste with various
w/c ratios at different hydration ages are described in Chapter 7. Finally, conclusions and
future work are given in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
HYDRATION PROCESS AND MICROSTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF
PORTLAND CEMENT

2.1 Introduction
Hydration of cement occurs instantly after mixing. During the hydration process,
the cement particles are able to react with water to form various hydration products. With
the hydration progress, the products tend to grow and connect the unreacted cement
grains to form the microstructure of cement paste. The formed paste microstructure
directly determines the strength and durability of concrete. In this chapter, the hydration
mechanisms and microstructure evolution of Portland cement paste are reviewed.

2.2 Hydration Process of Portland Cement
2.2.1 Compositions of Portland Cement
Portland cement clinker is typically made by heating a mixture of limestone and
clay to a temperature of about 1400 to 1600 °C. The main compounds in the clinker are
CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, and Fe2O3, which typically accounts for 61-67%, 19-23%, 2.5-6% and
0-6% of the clinker mass, respectively (Neville, 2010). After being processed at the high
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temperature, these oxides are normally present in the form of mineral composites, which
are alite (3CaO•SiO2, C3S), belite (2CaO•SiO2, C2S), celite (3CaO•Al2O3, C3A), and felite
(4CaO•Al2O3•Fe2O3, C4AF). These mineral phases are also called “clinker phases” in
cement chemistry. The clinkers are mixed with a few amount of gypsum (1.5-4.5%) and
finely ground to give Portland cement. Gypsum is added to cement to control the paste
setting. Without gypsum, C3A will react quickly with water, causing the flash set of
concrete, which may prevent proper concrete mixing, transportation, and placement.
In Portland cement, C3S and C2S are the two major clinker phases, which take up
around 60 to 80% of the total mass of cement. These two compounds will hydrate to give
the main binding material that provides concrete strength. Compared to calcium silicates,
C3A and C4AF are minor clinker phases, typically accounting for 0 to 13% and 0 to 18%
of the cement, respectively. The amount of these clinker phases can be estimated by using
Bogue’s equations as follows (Neville, 2010). The terms in brackets represent the
percentage of the oxides in the total mass of cement.
= 4.07(

) − 7.60(

) − 6.72(
= 2.87(
= 2.65(

) − 1.43(
) − 0.75(
) − 1.69(

= 3.04(

)

) − 2.85(

)

)

(2.1)
(2.2)

)

(2.3)
(2.4)

The oxides compositions need to be known for using these equations, which can
be obtained by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) (Lothenbach et al., 2007; Deschner et al., 2012;
Garcia-mate et al., 2013 ), XRD (Cuberos et al., 2009; Saoût et al., 2011; Jansen et al.,
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2012), and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (Kalliopi et al., 2000; Taylor et al.,
2010).
2.2.2 Chemical Reactions of Portland Cement after Mixing
All the four clinker phases are able to react with water after mixing. Their reactions
generate different types of hydration products that can influence the concrete properties.
These reactions are illustrated as follows:
(1) Hydration of C3S and C2S
Both C3S and C2S react with water to produce calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H gel)
and calcium hydroxide (CH). The equations are shown in Eqs (2.5) and (2.6).
+

→

− −

(

)+

(2.5)

+

→

− −

(

)+

(2.6)

C-S-H gel is the principal hydration product from cement hydration and it
occupies around 50 to 60% of the solid volume of the hydrated cement paste. This
compound is the major binding material that gives concrete strength. It does not have a
well-defined composition because of its amorphous structure. The C/S ratio varies
between 1.5 and 2.0. In the fully hydrated cement paste, the average C/S ratio is normally
taken as 1.7 (Richardson and Groves, 1993; Taylor et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2014).
Besides its composition, the morphology of the C-S-H gel is also changing during the
hydration process. In first few days, C-S-H gel is found to have acicular and honeycomb
morphologies (Diamond and Lachowski, 1983; Thomas et al., 1998; Kjellsen and Justnes,
2004; Diamond and Kjellsen, 2006). After several days, small disks or spheres are
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observed (Stutzman, 2001). Another type of C-S-H gel with a very dense structure is also
found as the “inner” hydration product in the cement paste at late age (Kjellsen and
Lagerblad, 1997). Fig. 2.1 shows an example of C-S-H gel with fine-bundles and platy
morphologies observed under the SEM investigation. Other SEM images showing the
various morphologies of C-S-H gel can also be found in many studies (e.g.,
Peethamparan et al., 2008; Gualtieri and Boccaletti, 2011).

Fig. 2.1. Secondary SEM image of a porous area on a fracture surface of hydrated cement
paste (Stutzman, 2001)
CH is another product formed from the calcium silicates hydration and it occupies
around 20 to 25% of the solid volume in the hydrated cement paste. Different from the CS-H gel, this hydration product is detrimental to the concrete strength because it is brittle
in nature. It has definite stoichiometry and morphology and tends to crystalized in empty
pores as large crystals (10 µm or larger) that exhibit hexagonal plate-like shape (Fig. 2.2).
It can also be seen as elongated crystals which are the cross-sections of the hexagonal
plates (Fig. 2.1).
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From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), the hydration of C3S and C2S produces the same
hydration products (C-S-H gel and CH). But the amounts of C-S-H gel and CH produced
by C2S are much less than C3S due to its lower content in the Portland cement (61-67%
C3S and 19-23% C2S). The chemical reactivity of C3S and C2S are also different. C3S is
more reactive and able to react with water in the first few hours after mixing. Its
hydration is able to cause the paste setting and determines the early-age strength of the
concrete. On the contrary, C2S starts to hydrate at late age (normally after 7 days).
Therefore, the reaction of C2S mainly increases late-age strength.

Fig. 2.2. Secondary electron image showing the hexagonal habit of CH and needle-like
habit of ettringite (Stutzman, 2001)
(2) Hydration of C3A
Besides the C3S and C2S, the hydration of C3A is also important to the concrete
properties. The reaction between C3A and gypsum (shown in Eq. (2.7)) produces
ettringite (AFt) in the presence of water:
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+ 3 S

+ 26

→

S

(

)

(2.7)

This reaction starts earlier in the cement paste than the calcium silicates reactions
(Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6)). As mentioned previously, gypsum is added into the cement to
prevent cement flash set after mixing. The hydration product, ettringite, does not
contribute significantly to the concrete strength in long term. However, the formation of
ettringite influences the setting of the cement paste. This is because ettringite is formed as
the needle-like structure (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) at the early age. These needles interlock with
each other, which can accelerate the setting of the cement paste. It is also found that the
needle-like ettringite have different dimensions at the different hydration ages. In the first
few minutes after mixing, ettringite is produced as hexagonal rods with the lateral length
of 100-200 nm (Fig. 2.3). With hydration progress, the relatively slender ettringite rods
are observed, typically having the size of 10×0.5 µm (Figs 2.1 and 2.2).

Fig. 2.3. High resolution cryo-SEM image of cement paste hydrated for 6 minutes (Zingg
et al., 2008)
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When gypsum depletes and C3A remains, C3A can react with the previously
formed ettringite to generate monosulfate (AFm) (shown in Eq. (2.8)).
2

+

S

→3

S

(

)

(2.8)

Monosulfate (AFm), together with ettringite, comprises 15 to 20% of the solid
volume of the hydrated cement paste. Similarly to ettringite, monosulfate does not
contribute much to the concrete strength. This compound is formed as hexagonal plate
morphology arranged in “rosettes” during early hydration (Fig. 2.4). The wellcrystallized AFm morphology shown in this figure was gained from the pure system of
C3A and gypsum. In Portland cement paste, the incorporation of other components
decreases the degree of crystallinity to some extent. When hydration continues, the
hexagonal plate becomes thinner and more “platy” with a typical size of 1×1×0.1 µm.

Fig. 2.4. SEM graph of typical hexagonal crystals of monosulfate and needle-like crystals
of ettringite formed by mixing calcium aluminate and calcium sulfate solutions (Mehta
and Monteiro, 2005)
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(3) Hydration of C4AF
The last clinker phase introduced in this section is C4AF. It has two subsequent
reactions with gypsum: firstly, it reacts with gypsum and water to form ettringite,
aluminum hydroxide and calcium hydroxide:
+3 S

+ 30

→

( , )S

+( , )

+

(2.9)

Then, C4AF can further react with the formed ettringite to produce garnets:
+

( , )S

+2

→ 3 ( , )S

+ 23

+( , )

(2.10)

In these two equations, the use of the formulae, such as C6(A,F) S 3H32, indicates
that iron oxide and alumina occur interchangeably in the compounds. It can be seen that
C4AF forms the similar hydration products to C3A. But it should be pointed out that the
reaction of C4AF is much slower than C3A and C3S during the first few days. The quick
hydration of C3A consumes gypsum rapidly after mixing, which will retard C4AF
reaction. Therefore, most of C4AF remains unreacted at late age (Scrivener, 2004). As a
result, the influence of C4AF on the hydration behavior of cement paste at the early ages
is not as significant as C3A and C3S. It was not considered as an important clinker phase
that contributes to cement hydration at early age.
2.2.3 Hydration Process and Microstructure Development
The hydration of cement is an exothermic reaction, therefore, observations of the
heat released from hydration can help researcher to explore undergoing chemical
reactions in the cement paste at the different hydration ages. These chemical reactions
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produce various hydration products with different morphologies. With the hydration
progress, these products can grow and bring the individual cement grains to connect with
each other, forming the microstructure of the paste matrix. The formed microstructure
determines the concrete strength and durability. In this section, the chemical reactions
and microstructure evolution in the cement paste at the different hydration stages defined
from heat signature are briefly reviewed.
A typical heat evolution against hydration age curve gained from the calorimetric
method is shown in Fig. 2.5 (Mindness et al., 2003). According to this figure, four
hydration stages can be characterized. The first stage is called rapid heat evolution stage.
It starts right after mixing and lasts for less than 15 minutes. During this stage, the
reactive hydration of C3A is dominant in the cement paste. The surface of cement
particles is covered with amorphous, aluminate-rich gel. Short AFt rods (100 to 200 nm,
Fig. 2.3) nucleate at the edge of the gel and in the pore solutions, which is schematically
shown in Fig. 2.6. This figure is a schematic diagram showing microstructural
development of cement paste at different ages, on which the microstructure illustration in
this section is largely based. The formed gel layer on the cement particle surface is
thought to prevent the contact between cement ingredients and water, slowing down the
cement hydration (Bullard et al., 2011). At this point, cement paste goes into another
stage, called dormant period. This stage lasts one or two hours during which cement
paste is workable. During the whole stage, the reaction rate of cement paste is very low.
The main phenomenon happening in the cement paste is the nucleation and growth of CS-H gel and CH nucleates (Bullard et al., 2011). These nucleates will initiate the
hydration of C3S for the next hydration stage. Researchers typically correlate the end of
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dormant period to the initial setting of the cement paste. The term, initial setting, refers to
the beginning of the paste solidification, marking the point in time when the paste has
become inflowable.
The dormant period is followed by the accelerating stage (stage III in Fig. 2.5),
during which the quick reaction of C3S begins and dominates the paste hydration. This
stage can last for up to 10 hours, but sometimes as short as 4 hours. Nucleates formed
from the dormant period provide the sites for the precipitation of C-S-H gel and CH. The
C-S-H gel produced in this stage is called “outer products”, which precipitates on the
previously formed AFt rods network from stage I (Fig. 2.6(c)). “Outer” means that the CS-H gel is not formed on the surface of the reacting cement particles. Instead, the gel
precipitates at the distance which is ~1 µm away from the particles surface. As a result,
there is no C-S-H gel filled between the grain surface and the hydrated shell (Hadley et
al., 2000; Scrivener, 2004; Kjellsen and Lagerblad, 2007). The followed cement
hydration can happen in two directions, inward and outward the shell. “Outer” C-S-H gel
has the acicular and honeycomb morphologies. Another product from C3S hydration, CH,
tends to precipitate in the pores with the hexagonal plate-like shape (Fig. 2.2). These
pores are previously occupied by the pore solutions which participate in cement reactions
and are consumed.
The continuous C3S hydration produces the first peak in the heat evolution at the
end of the accelerating stage. In the meantime, the growth of C-S-H gel and CH during
this stage brings the individual cement grains to connect with each other. Therefore, the
achievement of the first peak in Fig. 2.5 is taken by the researchers as an indication of the
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final setting in the cement paste, which hints the complete solidification of the cement
paste.
Following the final setting of the cement paste, the rate of hydration slows down
over a long period, which is called deceleration stage, shown as stage IV in Fig. 2.5. This
stage lasts till the end of the concrete service life. Although the hydration rate of cement
paste is very slow, but cement hydration continues during the whole stage. At this stage,
secondary hydration of C3A starts, producing long rods ettringite (Fig. 2.6(d)). With the
increased hydration age, with most, but not all, cements, there is a renewed increase in
the rate of hydration up to a second, lower peak at the age of 18 and 30 hours. This peak
is related to the reaction of C3A with ettringite inside shell with the depletion of gypsum,
forming monosulfate (Fig. 2.6(e)).
In this stage, the reaction of C3S also continues and “inner” C-S-H gel starts to
form on the inside of hydrated shell (Fig 2.6(f)). Continuing formation of “inner” C-S-H
gel from C3S reaction reduces the separation of the anhydrous grains and hydrated shell.
At the late age of the hydration (~ 14 days), sufficient “inner” C-S-H gel has formed to
fill in the space between grain and shell, while “outer” C-S-H gel has become more
fibrous (Rodger and Groves, 1989; Taylor, 1997; Richardson, 1999). During this stage,
CH is still apt to precipitate in the capillary pores and crystalize as big hexagonal plate
(10 µm or larger, Fig. 2.2).
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Fig. 2.5. Rate of heat evolution during the hydration of Portland cement (Mindness et al.,
2003)

Fig. 2.6. Development of microstructure during the hydration of Portland cement
(Scrivener, 1989)
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2.3 Commonly Used Micro-level Methods to Study Hydration and Microstructure of
Hydrating Cement Paste
Due to the importance of hydration process and microstructure development at the
early age, many micro-level techniques have been applied to study the hydration
mechanisms and microstructure development of cement paste, including XRD, IR, SEM,
etc. XRD and IR are typically used to study the chemical reactions during the hydration
process, while SEM is applied to identify the morphologies, distributions, and
connections of paste components. In the following discussions, the detailed application
and main findings of these microscopic and spectroscopic methods in studying cement
hydration are illustrated.
2.3.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
XRD is a powerful technique for characterizing crystalline materials in cement
paste, including both the anhydrous clinker phases (C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF, and other
minor crystalline phases) and the main hydration products (mainly CH and ettringite)
(Scrivener et al., 2004; Snellings et al., 2014), because the XRD pattern of each
crystalline material is unique (Fig. 2.7).
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Fig. 2.7. A typical XRD pattern for cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 hydrated for 28
days (Trezza, 2007)
XRD powder studies on cement paste have been reported by many investigators
(Taylor, 1997; Hill and Sharp, 2002; Mechling et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2014). Gypsum
phases are usually no longer detectable after 24 hours, and the clinker phases are
consumed at different rates, C3S and C3A reacting more quickly than C2S and C4AF. The
ratio of C2S to C3S thus increases steadily, and after about 90 days, little or no C3S or
C3A is normally detected.
In ordinary Portland cement paste at room temperature (~ 23 °C), ettringite peaks
are detectable in the XRD pattern within a few hours and increase in the intensity to a
maximum often at 1 day. Peaks of AFm phase usually appear within 24 hours, but are
sometimes only observed after some days or even months. With the conversion of
ettringite into monosulfate (Eq. (2.8)), the ettringite peak is weaken after about 24 hours
and may ultimately disappear, while peaks of monosulfate gradually become stronger.
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By applying the Rietveld refinement (Rietveld, 1969), XRD analysis is also able
to provide the quantitative determination of the phase compositions in the hydrating paste.
This method is extremely useful for studying the hydration of calcium silicates, which
can only be marked by CH detection in the XRD pattern. This is due to the amorphous
structure of C-S-H gel, which is normally undetectable by XRD. In most cases, the
content of C-S-H gel is calculated from the formation of CH in accordance with the
following equation, assuming that the C/S ratio is 1.7 in the hydrated cement paste.
+ 3.9

→

.

.

+ 1.3

(2.11)

XRD is helpful for studying the chemical evolution in cement paste. But it
requires sophisticated sample preparation. Firstly, the hydration of cement paste needs to
be stopped by submerging the specimen into acetone or ethanol solutions. Thereafter, the
sample is dried overnight in an oven to evaporate the remaining solutions. The dried
sample needs further to be ground into powder. These sample preparation processes are
time-consuming, and more importantly, the samples prepared in these ways are not
reusable. Thus the continuous observation on the same sample is not possible. Recent
developments in the XRD analysis make the in-situ observation of cement hydration
possible, with either Kapton film (Hesse et al., 2007) or synchrotron radiation (Merlini
and Artioli, 2007). However, as stated by Hesse et al. (2007), the overlapped XRD peaks
were hard to be distinguished from each other in the paste by using Kapton film, and the
synchrotron radiation is seldom used due to its expense.
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2.3.2 Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)
IR has been used in the cement paste study for a long time. Similarly to XRD, IR
measurements are also focused on the chemical analysis of the compounds in the cement
paste. But different from XRD, IR can be used to study both crystalline and amorphous
materials.
By using IR, the content of the various anhydrous cement phases in cement can be
semi-quantitatively determined (Ghosh and Handoo, 1980; Hughes et al., 1995). The
hydration progress of cement clinker phases can be tracked by comparing the peaks
positions and intensities at the various hydration ages. Researchers found the reactive
sulfates chemistry in the first 30 minutes after mixing (Ylmen et al., 2009). They
postulated that the sulfates formed are most probably ettringite or monosulfate. They also
pointed out that setting was due to the coalescence of cement grains, in which C-S-H gel
worked as the binder.
One main drawback of the IR technique is that water displays strong absorption in
the mid-IR range, which makes it virtually impossible to perform in-situ studies on
cement hydration. For the ex-situ use of IR to study the very early hydration, this
technique requires similar sample preparation to that in the XRD analysis. The hydration
of the paste needs to be stopped, followed by being dried in an oven and then being
ground into powder.
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2.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Different from XRD and IR focusing on analyzing the chemical changes of
cement paste during the hydration process, SEM is used to investigate the paste
microstructure. This technique can be used in two modes, secondary (SE) and
backscattered (BSE). Secondary SEM is an efficient tool to distinguish the morphologies
of hydration products (Figs. 2.1-2.4), while with the backscattered SEM images, the
distributions and connections of the unreacted cement grains and hydration products can
be found.

Fig. 2.8. BSE imaging of hardened cement paste at 1 day (Stutzman, 2001)
The morphologies of the main hydration products, including C-S-H gel, CH,
ettringite, and monosulfate under the secondary SEM observation have been elaborated in
Figs. 2.1 to 2.4 and are not repeated here. Fig. 2.8 depicts a typical SEM image for the
hydrated cement paste under the BSE mode. The different contrast observed is
corresponding to the average atomic number of each individual component. The higher
the average atomic number, the brighter the component will be displayed in the image.
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The brightest area in this figure is noted for the unreacted cement grains, mainly
consisting of C2S and C4AF, which are unreactive at the early age hydration. Calcium
hydroxide is observed as areas darker than the unreacted clinker phases but brighter than
the other hydration products. It is followed by C-S-H gel, whose gray level is higher than
ettringite/monosulfate and pores.
For the paste to be used in SEM, delicate sample preparations are also required.
The hydration of the specimen needs to be stopped at the designated ages and then dried
overnight in an oven. After this the sample should be fractured or impregnated with resin
and polished for the observation under secondary or backscattered mode, respectively.
Recent developments in the SEM analysis reduce the requirements for sample
preparation with either Quantomix capsule (Katz et al., 2006; Venkiteela and Sun, 2010)
or cryo-SEM (Zingg et al., 2008). The capsule method allows an in-situ observation of
the particle growth during setting. However, the detailed morphologies of the different
hydration products cannot be seen. In cryo-SEM, the hydration of fresh cement paste is
rapidly arrested with high pressure freezing by nitrogen. The frozen sample can only be
used once. Therefore, a continuous observation on the same sample cannot be achieved
with this technique as well.

2.4 Summary
Cement hydration is a complicated process, involving both chemical reactions and
microstructure development. The hydration behavior of cement paste at the early age is
important to both the early-age and long-term properties of concrete during its service life.
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This has already revoked many micro-level techniques to be applied to directly explore
the cement reactions and microstructure evolution during the hydration process. The
commonly used methods, XRD, IR, and SEM, are efficient tools in investigating these
two aspects. But they all require sophisticated sample preparations, which can destroy the
vulnerable paste microstructure and also bring difficulties in in-situ observation on the
fresh cement paste. Therefore, there is a demand for a new advanced technique with
simple sample preparation process which can continuously observe the real-time
hydration of fresh paste.
In the current work, Raman spectroscopy is chosen as such a technique to explore
the continuous, real-time cement hydration during the setting period. This technique is
also used to chemically map the components distributions and connections in the cement
paste at the early age. This can provide the simultaneous measurements on the chemical
and physical developments of the paste microstructure with the hydration progress.
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CHAPTER 3
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY IN CEMENT CHEMISTRY

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a general description of the theoretical basis of Raman
spectroscopy (RS) is discussed. Following this, a detailed review about the application of
RS in cement chemistry including its utilization in characterizing clinker phases,
exploring hydration process, and detecting deteriorated concrete, will also be given,

3.2 Raman Scattering Theory
3.2.1 Raman Effect
RS is a spectroscopic technique used to study vibrational, rotational, and other
low-frequency modes in a system (Gardiner, 1989). In a RS system, sample is usually
illuminated with a laser from the visible, near infrared, or near ultraviolet range. If the
molecule in the sample is considered to be in an electric filed E determined by its
polarizability α, and the laser is assumed to be an oscillating electromagnetic wave with
electrical vector E. Upon interaction with the sample, the laser induces electric dipole
moment P = αE, which deforms molecules. Because of periodical deformation by the
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laser, molecules start to vibrate with characteristic frequency υm (Princeton Instruments,
2012). In other words, laser with frequency υo excites molecules and transforms them
into oscillating dipoles. Such oscillating dipoles emit light of three different frequencies
(Fig. 3.1) when:

Fig. 3.1. Raman transitional schemes
a. A photon with frequency υo is absorbed by a molecule with no Raman-active
modes. The excited molecule returns back to the same basic vibrational state and
emits light with the same frequency υo as the excitation source. This type of
interaction is called Rayleigh scattering.
b. A Raman-active molecule, which at the time of interaction is in the basic
vibrational state, absorbs a photon with the frequency υo. Part of the photon’s
energy is transferred to the molecule with frequency υm and the resulting
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frequency of scattered light is reduced to υo - υm. This Raman frequency is called
Stokes frequency, or just “Stokes”.
c. A Raman-active molecule, which at the time of interaction is already in the
excited vibrational state, absorbs a photon with frequency υo. Excessive energy of
the excited Raman active mode is released, molecule returns to the basic
vibrational state and the resulting frequency of scattered light is increased to υo +
υm. This Raman frequency is called Anti-Stokes frequency, or just “Anti-Stokes”.
In summary, there will be three types of signals scattered from the sample surface
after laser interaction with the molecules in the sample, i.e., Rayleigh scattering, Raman
Stokes and Anti-Stokes scatterings. The Rayleigh scattering is useless for practical
purpose of molecular characterization, but about 99.999% of all incident photons in
spontaneous Raman undergo Rayleigh scattering. This predominant scattering can be
reduced by the instruments in the modern Raman spectrometer, such as notch filters and
tunable filters, to obtain high-quality Raman spectrums. The residual 0.001% of the
incident light produces inelastic Raman signals (Stokes and Anti-Stokes), from which the
energy shifts provide information about the vibration modes in the system. The energy
shift, also called “Raman shift”, is unique to each molecule, allowing the chemical
identification of compounds within a sample. Mostly, only the Raman Stokes scattering is
used to generate Raman spectrum because of their much higher intensities than AntiStokes (Hann, 2007).
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3.2.2 Raman Shift
Raman shift is the energy difference between the incident and emitted laser. It is
typically reported in wavenumber with a unit of inverse length. To convert spectral
wavelength to shift in Raman spectrum, the following formula should be used:
∆ω = (

−

)

where ∆ω is the Raman shift expressed in wavenumber,
wavelength,

(3.1)

is the excitation

is the wavelengths of the emitted lights. It should be pointed out that

Raman shift is independent of the wavelength of the laser used. This means the peaks for
a component should always be at the same shift positions when different lasers are used.

Fig. 3.2. Spectrum for silicon wafer used for calibration
Fig. 3.2 shows the Raman spectrum for the silicon wafer which is used for
calibration purpose before each measurement. It can be seen that a typical spectrum
consists of two parts, Raman shift and peak intensity. The silicon wafer has the strongest
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peak at the Raman shift of 520.5 cm-1, which is taken as the characteristic peak for silicon
during the calibration process. Another important parameter provided by the spectrum is
peak intensity. Intensity is proportional to the concentration of the specific compound in
the sample. Higher intensity normally indicates higher content of that compound.

3.3 Raman Spectroscopy in Cement Chemistry
3.3.1 Characterization of Cement Clinker Phases
In cement chemistry, RS has received attentions for its application in
characterizing pure clinker phases during the past four decades. The pioneering research
of RS was carried out by Bensted (1976). In his study the main Raman shifts of various
synthetic clinker phases were identified. He found strong Raman shifts for C3S, C2S, and
C3A at 848 cm-1, 864cm-1, and 740-756 cm-1 respectively. This research was soon
followed by the similar work conducted by Conjeaud and Boyer (1980). They studied the
synthetic clinker phases as well as the clinker phases in white and grey cements. The
peak with highest intensity for synthetic C3S was at 845 cm-1. But in Portland cement, it
had the strongest intensity at 832 cm-1. The shift discrepancy was caused by the increased
structure disorder introduced with foreign ions in the cement. The assignment of
synthetic C2S was at the shift of 860 cm-1. In cement, it had the similar characteristic peak.
They also characterized the synthetic C4AF peak at around 750 cm-1.
Thereafter, Bonen et al. (1994) also analyzed both the synthetic and cement
clinker minerals. The characteristic peak for synthetic C3S and C2S was found at the shift
of 541 and 799 cm-1 respectively. The C3S in cement was found to have the strongest
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peak at 666 cm-1. They also assigned two comparable strong peaks for synthetic C3A at
504 and 753 cm-1. These assignments were significantly different from the results
obtained by Bensted (1976) and Conjeaud and Boyer (1980). This may be caused by the
different lasers used in their studies. The 1064 nm laser was applied in the research of
Bonen et al. (1994), while Bensted (1976) used two lasers with wavelength of 488 and
632.8 nm and Conjeaud and Boyer (1980) employed the 514 nm laser. However, the
findings by Bonen et al. (1994) had some correlations with the results obtained by
Newman et al. (2005), who compared Raman shifts gained by near infrared (1064 nm)
and visible (514 and 632.8 nm) excitations on synthetic clinker phases and 3 different
Portland cements. For the visible lasers, Newman et al. (2005) assigned the peaks with
the shifts of 510 and 760 cm-1 to synthetic C3A and 840 to synthetic C3S, which agreed
reasonably well with those obtained by Bensted (1976) and Conjeaud and Boyer (1980).
Since Raman shifts for the same phase is independent of the laser wavelength, the
researchers concluded that the characteristic Raman shifts obtained by the visible lasers
should be true because these shifts were detected by both lasers. On the contrary, the
peaks gained by 1064 nm laser were purely originated from the fluorescence
phenomenon. They were not real Raman Stokes. Recent researchers also found the
similar peak assignments to those of Newman et al. (2005) by using various visible lasers
(Gastaldi et al., 2007; Frías and Martínez-Ramírez, 2009; Torréns‐Martín et al., 2013).
3.3.2 Characterization on Cement Hydration
Besides its application in the clinker phases, RS has also been used in studying
the hydration of pure clinker phases, white cement, and Portland cement. The first work
was done by Bensted (1976). The degree of hydration of white cement at the ages from 1
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to 4 days has been followed by tracking the decrease in the peak intensity of C3S and C2S.
In addition, in his work, the evolution of gypsum was also used to follow the hydration
process. The initial gypsum peak at 1010 cm-1 shifted slightly to 1015 cm-1 due to the
formation of ettringite. A shift at 994 cm-1 was observed due to monosulfate formation
after 1 day. The formation of CH was also monitored with its peak at 355 cm-1. Bensted
(1976) also reported that C-S-H gel did not show any detectable bands due to its poor
crystallinity. But Conjeaued and Boyer (1980) identified the peak at 670 cm-1 for
synthetic C-S-H and 640 cm-1 for the C-S-H gel formed in the hardened Portland cement
paste. An in-situ qualitative and quantitative study of the hydration of pure C3S was
carried out by Tarrida et al. (1995). They assigned 662 cm-1 to synthetic C-S-H and 640
cm-1 to C-S-H gel in the cement paste. Their research was followed by Kirkpatric et al.
(1997) who conducted an extensive characterization on the synthetic C-S-H with various
C/S ratios from 0.88 to 1.45. It was found that the main peaks for C-S-H were at 450 cm-1
and 664-669 cm-1 and CH at 325 cm-1. Garbev et al. (2007) and Black et al. (2007) later
confirmed the findings by Kirkpatric et al. (1997) on the RS assignments of C-S-H gel
and CH.
In 2006, Black et al. studied the hydration of calcium aluminate. They reported
that ettringite was found to have a peak at 988-990 cm-1. The detection of ettringite
happened at the very early age of hydration, even at 3 minutes after mixing C3A with
gypsum. And the gypsum was characterized by the peak at 1009 cm-1. The conversion of
ettringite to monosulfate and gypsum was found after C3A hydrated for 2 weeks. The
formed monosulfate had a peak centered at 981-983 cm-1. The similar assignments for
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ettringite and monosulfate were also done in the research of Torréns-Martín et al. (2013),
which were at the shift of 989 and 979 cm-1, respectively.
3.3.2 Sulfate Attack and Carbonation
Gypsum and ettringite were characterized in the RS studies on the hydration of
clinker phases and cements. These two components can also be found in the sulfateattacked concrete. The attack is caused by the reactions between paste and soluble sulfate
ions. Another commonly encountered product from sulfate attack is thaumasite, which
forms primarily at low temperatures (0-5°C) when there is an available source of CO32-.
The source could either be limestone dust, which is being increasingly used as a filler, or
limestone aggregate (Bensted, 1999). Therefore, different from gypsum and ettringite,
both the sulfate and carbonate peaks were found in the pattern of thaumasite. This feature
can be utilized to distinguish thaumasite from ettringte and gypsum in the sulfateattacked concrete. The latter two components only had sulfate peaks. Brough and
Atkinson (2001) assigned main peaks for thaumasite at 990 and 1076 cm-1. The similar
assignment was also drawn in the paper written by Sahu et al. (2002). Raman studies on
sulfate attack were also carried out by several other authors (Deng et al., 2002; Renaudin
et al., 2007; Gatta et al., 2012). The findings by these researches were consistent with
those of Brough and Atkinson (2001) and Sahu et al. (2002).
Carbonation, another common deterioration of concrete, can also be detected by
RS. As explained by Bensted (1976), carbonates were frequently encountered in cement
chemistry in the form of calcite (CaCO3). He studied the carbonation effects of ettringite,
C-S-H, monosulfate, and white cement. The strongest CO3 shift was shown at 1090 cm-1
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(Bensted, 1977). Other researchers (Bonen et al., 1994; Martinez-Ramirez et al., 2003;
Newman et al., 2005) assigned the shift of 1085-1087 cm-1 to carbonate. These
assignments also correlated well with what is currently available in the open literature for
calcite.

3.4 RS Peak Assignments
Table 3.1 summarized the characteristic Raman shifts for the different cement
ingredients and hydration products from the above discussed researches. These shifts will
be used to characterize the cement and paste components in the following chapters
(Chapters 4-7). It can be seen from this table that each compound has unique Raman
shift(s) that can be used as the characteristic peak(s). To study the cement hydration
process, Raman shift(s) should be assigned accordingly. For example, C3S has strong
vibrations at the broad shifts from 813 to 890 cm-1, but the most intensive peak locates at
the region of 840 to 848 cm-1. Thus in the present work, the peak in this region is taken as
the characteristic shift for C3S. It can also be seen from this table that one substance may
have multiple assigned Raman shifts. Taking C-S-H gel as an example, it has two
assigned regions of characteristic shifts. This is caused by the two different types of
comparably strong molecular vibrations occurring in the two regions. The peak at 600700 cm-1 is resulted from the Si-O-Si bending mode in the C-S-H gel, while the one at
450 to 500 cm-1 corresponds to the O-Si-O bending (Kirkpatrick et al., 1997; Garbev et
al., 2007).
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Table 3.1. Characteristic Raman peaks for cement ingredients and hydration products
summarized from pioneering researches
Chemical ingredients
C 3S
C 2S
C3A
C4AF
Gypsum
CH
C-S-H gel
Ettringite
Monosulfate

Characteristic Raman shifts (cm-1)
834 – 848
846 – 864
750 - 760, 504 – 510
740 – 770
1008-1020
356-359
600 - 700, 450 – 500
987 – 992
979 – 984

3.5 Summary
During the past decades, Raman spectroscopy has been utilized as an efficient
tool in cement chemistry. By reading the unique Raman shift(s) belonging to each
individual component, the compositions in cement and paste can be characterized,
including the clinker phases, hydration products, and deteriorative substances from
sulfate attack and carbonation. However, previous RS researches mainly focused on
studying the powdered or hardened samples. There is a lack of study on the fresh cement
paste during setting period. In next chapter, an in-situ study on the continuous hydration
of cement paste after mixing till final set will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 4
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS ON THE HYDRATION PROCESS OF PORTLAND
CEMENT PASTE DURING SETTING

4.1 Introduction
The previous studies with Raman spectroscopy by other researchers have
provided characteristic Raman shifts for different cement ingredients and hydration
products. But there are very few studies reported on the observation of Portland cement
during the setting period. Garg et al. (2013) studied the hydration process of Portland
cement paste blended with different types of fly ash, concentrating on the sulfates and
hydroxides evolution from 0.2 h to 56 days. However, the measurements were applied to
different specimens for each specific hydration age. The continuous observation on the
hydration process of the Portland cement paste on the same sample during setting has not
yet been implemented. It should be noted that water has a weak Raman scattering, which
does not interfere with the peaks of other components dissolved in it. This makes RS a
good method for wet samples. In this chapter, an in-situ observation on the hydration
process of fresh cement paste will be discussed. Cement paste with w/c ratios from 0.35
to 0.60 were studied with RS analysis. For all the pastes investigated, the formation of
CH, C-S-H gel, ettringite, and monosulfate in the cement paste were detected at different
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hydration ages. These detections were further analyzed together with the setting time and
heat evolution from the Vicat needle and calorimetric tests, respectively. It was found
that the C-S-H gel always firstly appeared in between dormant period and initial set. And
the intensity of ettringite started to increase when dormant period was completed.

4.2 Raw Materials
Cement used in the present study was commercial Type I Portland cement from
CEMEX, Louisville plant (KY, USA). Major chemical and mineral compositions of this
cement are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The chemical compositions were
gained by XRF analysis, and the mineral compositions were calculated based on the
Bogue’s equations (Taylor, 1997). The mean size of cement particles was 13 µm,
determined through a laser particle size analyzer. The Blaine surface area was 400.8
m2/kg.
Table 4.1 Chemical compositions of Type I Portland cement used
Compound
CaO
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
SO3
MgO
Na2O
K 2O
LOI

Weight, %
64.88
20.49
4.56
2.82
3.17
2.57
0.16
0.39
1.20
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Table 4.2 Mineral compositions of Type I Portland cement used
Clinker Phase
C 3S
C 2S
C3A
C4AF

Weight, %
64.62
9.99
7.33
8.58

Reagent-grade calcium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide, and potassium hydroxide
(from Fisher Scientific Company, Fair Lawn, NJ) were also used in the study. Calcium
hydroxide was in the powder form, while the latter two hydroxides were solids with
hemispherical shape.

4.3 Sample Preparation
For RS measuring on the Portland cement and CH, around 4 grams of each type
of powders was transferred to the standard tissue culture dishes (cylindrical plastic
sample holders) with a diameter of 50 mm and depth of 10 mm. With a thin layer of the
powder covering the bottom, the sample holder was slightly tapped to provide relatively
smooth surface. Then the Raman spectrums were taken from the sample surface. It took
only 1 to 2 minutes to prepare the powder sample. A prepared cement powder sample is
shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
For cement paste preparation, firstly the pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35, 0.40, 0.50
and 0.60 were properly hand mixed for 5 minutes and transferred to the same sample
holders used for power samples. After the sample holders were slightly tapped to
consolidate the pastes, specimens were ready to be studied with RS. An example of the
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prepared paste sample is displayed in Fig. 4.1(b). Including mixing, it took around only
6-7 minutes to prepare the paste sample. Compared to the techniques such as SEM and
XRD, the sample preparation for RS was much simpler.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1. Cement powder (a) and paste (b) samples prepared for RS measurement
All the Raman tests were carried out under the controlled laboratory conditions
with a temperature of 22 °C and a relative humidity of 35%. The hydration age was
measured from the instant when cement and water were initially mixed.

4.4 Raman Instrumentation
The Raman system used was a Renishaw Invia micro-Raman spectrometer with a
CCD detector. Samples were illuminated with a 633 nm He-Ne Laser (Renishaw RL 633
laser). The laser power was about 4mW on the surface of the sample. According to other
researchers, the relatively weak heat generated by this laser power would not alter the
hydration rate of the cement paste under observation (Tarrida et al., 1995; Garg, 2012).
During each test, scanning was carried out by using the syncro mode from 300 to 2000
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cm-1. The exposure time for each scan was 10 seconds and it took 40 to 60 seconds to
acquire one spectrum. All the spectra were obtained with a 50× magnification objective.
The laser spot had a diameter of 4 µm with this magnification. Before each test,
calibrations were done by utilizing the 520.5 cm-1 line of a silicon wafer (Fig. 3.2). Data
acquisitions were carried out with the WiRE3.3 software (Renishaw, Illinois). All the
spectra were acquired with these illustrated experimental parameters.

4.5 Testing Procedures and Data Manipulation
4.5.1RS Measurements
For all the dry powders (Portland cement and calcium hydroxide) that were used,
RS analysis was applied at five random locations for each sample, and three samples
were tested. The average of the total fifteen measurements was used for the components
identification in this study.
For all the wet cement pastes, RS was implemented on each paste specimen at
three separated locations, shown as A, B, and C in Fig. 4.2. All the locations were about
10 mm away from the inner edge of the sample holder, and the distance between any two
of them was 26 mm. For each location, five positions (e.g., A1 to A5 in Fig. 4.2) which
were 100 µm apart were measured. All the paste spectra shown in the following sections
were averaged from the RS patterns of the specific five positions at one location. It took
approximately 7 minutes to complete the measurements of one location; therefore, the
time interval set for measuring each location was 10 minutes. For each sample, RS
measurements started from location A at 20 minutes after mixing, followed by locations
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B and C in sequence. After one round of the measurements, location A was measured
again, i.e., location A was measured every 30 minutes, so were locations B and C.
Measurements were carried out continuously from 20 minutes after mixing to final set (8
to 9 hours). For cement paste with each w/c ratio, four replicas were tested.

Fig. 4.2. Configuration of the measuring area
4.5.2 Raman Data Manipulation
To facilitate more explicit identification of peaks, background correction was
applied to each gained spectrum. An example is given in Fig. 4.3, showing the gained and
processed spectra from one position in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.50 at the
hydration age of 330 minutes by applying the cubic spline interpolation (Bartels et al.,
1987). The small square boxes in the figure were the places where the interpolated points
were inserted. It can be seen that the procedure only removes the baseline from the
original spectrum, and the position and relative intensity of each individual peak were not
altered. In this dissertation, all the originally obtained spectra have been processed for
background subtraction with this method before averaging.
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Fig. 4.3. Gained (a) and background subtracted (b) spectra from one position in the
cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.50 at the hydration age of 330 minutes
4.5.3 Complementary Experiment – Vicat Needle and Calorimetric Heat Methods
The initial and final setting time of the cement pastes with four different w/c
ratios were determined by the Vicat needle tests, which were carried out according to the
ASTM Standard C191 (ASTM, 2008). When the needle penetrated into the cement paste
for 25 mm, initial set was achieved. Final setting was attained when there was no mark on
the specimen surface with a complete circular impression. The test on cement paste of
each w/c ratio was repeated three times to ensure the precision of the determination.
Isothermal conduction calorimetry was also implemented on the cement pastes with four
w/c ratios according to the ASTM C1702 (ASTM, 2009).
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4.6 Comparison between Cement Powder and Paste
For comparison purposes, RS analysis was firstly applied to dry cement powders
(Type I, Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The tests were repeated three times, and five measurements
were conducted each time. The averaged spectrum of the total 15 spectra is shown as
Pattern A in Fig. 4.4. In this pattern, the two strongest characteristic peaks located at 833
and 887 cm–1 are assigned to Si-O stretches in C3S and C2S, respectively. These two
peaks have higher intensities than any others, suggesting that C3S and C2S are the two
major clinker phases in Portland cement. C3A has a bending vibration of AlO4 assigned
to the shift at 552 cm–1; however, the intensity is much lower than that of C3S or C2S.
This corresponds to a lower content of C3A in cement. While an AlO4 stretching vibration
in C3A of around 750 to 760 cm–1 falls into the broad overlapped band, C4AF has almost
the same Raman shift as C3A in the range of 750 to 760 cm–1 due to the influence of
ferrite ions. For that reason, the characteristic shift for C4AF cannot be separated from
this range and no shift was assigned to it in this study. For most of the research conducted
on early hydration, researchers focused on the hydration products, such as ettringite,
calcium hydroxide, and C-S-H gel, which are mainly formed by C3A and C3S hydration
(Gallucci et al., 2010; Ylmen et al., 2010; Pang et al., 2013). As a result, the lack of
assigned shift for C4AF is not likely to be a significant defect regarding the early-age
hydration study. In this pattern, a sharp peak at 1005 cm–1 was recognized as the sulfate
band stretching mode. This sulfate band can be related to gypsum and hemihydrate. The
latter is formed from gypsum that loses water during the grinding process. The small
discrepancies regarding the characteristic shifts between the present study and previous
researches (Table 3.1) may be attributed to the difference in cement manufacturers.
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Information is not available for the lower (<350 cm–1) and higher (>2000 cm–1) shifts in
the spectrum.
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Fig. 4.4. Raman Pattern (A) for Portland cement powder and Pattern (B) for cement paste
with a w/c ratio of 0.40 hydrating for 20 minutes
The spectrum of cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 after 20 minutes’ hydration
is shown as pattern B in Fig. 4.4. Comparing the two patterns in this figure, it can be seen
that the overall intensity of all the cement components decreased after mixing with water.
The strong intensities of C3S and C2S in cement powder (pattern A) reduced dramatically
in the wet cement paste (pattern B). These dramatic decreases do not mean most of the
silicate components have been reacted. Instead, this indicates that they are not easily to be
detected after dissolution. From Pattern B, it can also be seen that aluminate phase is not
detected in the pattern, which should be attributed to the quick hydration between C3A
and gypsum. This reaction generates sulfate products with different characteristic Raman
shifts from gypsum, which will be discussed in details in the following paragraphs. One
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can also see a peak at the shift of 1088 cm-1 representing the ion of CO32- in pattern B.
The presence of this peak may be caused by the dissolution of carbon dioxide into the
surface layer of cement paste. This carbonate peak was assumed not to affect the Raman
analysis on the hydration process significantly, because its peak position was not in the
vicinity of cement ingredients or hydration products.

4.7 Hydration Progress Detected by RS
RS measurements were carried out on cement pastes every 10 minutes in
locations A, B, and C (Fig. 4.2) from 20 minutes after mixing till 8 to 9 hours. Plenty of
Raman spectrums were gained by these measurements. Analyzing paste hydration every
10 minutes on different locations may obtain the same results as investigating one same
location with the time interval of 30 minutes. Fig. 4.5 shows the RS results for three
locations measured in sequence during the same round of measurement in the cement
paste with a w/c ratio of 0.50. When comparing the spectra gained from locations A, B,
and C in this figure, it can be seen that these three locations give almost the same patterns
at the hydrating ages of 140, 150, and 160 minutes, respectively. Although there were
time intervals among the three spectra, the intensity ranges and shift positions of the
Raman peaks in the patterns do not yield any significant differences. Hence, the need for
showing spectra on all the three locations was eliminated and only the representative
patterns from one location will be shown in the following discussions.
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Fig. 4.5. Averaged spectra from the three positions at different hydrating ages in the paste
with a w/c ratio of 0.50
4.7.1 Calcium Hydroxide Band
The most significant difference between the patterns for dry cement powder and
wet paste is the peaks at the higher shifts from 1400 to 2000 cm-1 (boxed part in Fig. 4.4).
There was no available information from previous RS researches about these peaks. It is
reasonable to postulate they are related to the pore solution, because those intensive peaks
appeared in the pattern of cement paste after mixing with water. The pore solution is
known to mainly contain ions of Na+, K+, Ca2+, and OH-, resulting in the high alkalinity
in the cement paste (Taylor, 1997). Therefore, RS analysis was also implemented on the
pure (>99%) crystals of sodium hydroxide (NaOH), potassium hydroxide (KOH), and
calcium hydroxide (CH) in the same way as analyzing the dry Portland cement powder.
Fig. 4.6 shows the patterns for all the three alkalis. It can be seen that excluding the peaks
at the lower shifts (<500 cm–1), NaOH and KOH have the strongest peak at the shifts of
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1080 and 1060 cm–1, respectively, while CH has multiple intensive peaks at 1400 to 2000
cm–1, which are taken as the characteristic peaks for CH in the present study. Those CH
peaks are also found to be present in Pattern B of Fig. 4.4. For a better comparison, the
1400 to 2000 cm–1 section from the spectra of cement paste (Pattern B in Fig. 4.4) and
pure CH crystals (Fig. 4.6(c)) were enlarged and are displayed in Fig. 4.7. According to
this figure, both the shapes and positions of peaks in the two spectral segments match
perfectly, except that the pure CH has a smoother curve. Through the RS analysis on
these alkalis, the peaks at the shifts higher than 1400 cm–1 in the paste pattern (Pattern B
in Fig. 4.4) are attributed to the presence of CH in the cement paste. It should be noted
the formation of solid CH from cement hydration takes longer, normally a couple of
hours after mixing. The detection of CH in wet cement paste at 20 minutes after mixing
does not hint the formation of CH crystal. Instead, this detected CH is the combination of
Ca2+ and OH– caused by the absorption of OH– onto the surface of Ca2+, not the CH
crystals precipitated.
In all the cement pastes (e.g., Fig. 4.8), CH was detected from the initial
measurement and its intensity only increased slightly during the setting period. This was
also observed by other researchers (Taylor, 1997) who periodically extracted and
analyzed the aqueous phases in the cement-water pastes and suspensions. The slight
increase may be explained by the approximate balance between the continued dissolution
of cement phases and the precipitation of hydration products.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 4.6. RS patterns for the pure (a) sodium hydroxide; (b) potassium hydroxide; and (c)
calcium hydroxide

Paste

CH

Fig. 4.7. Enlarged region of 1400 to 2000 cm-1 in the patterns of pure CH and cement
paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 at the hydration age of 20 minutes
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Fig. 4.8. Spectra of cement paste with a w/c of 0.60 hydrated for 30 to 510 minutes
4.7.2 C-S-H Gel Bands
For each cement paste, since the RS analysis was conducted at the same location
every 30 minutes without altering the curing conditions, the hydration progress can be
investigated by comparing the obtained RS spectra at different hydration ages. Fig. 4.8
shows the RS patterns for the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60 at the hydration age
from 30 to 510 minutes. It can be seen that two minor peaks (boxed) at 450 and 625 cm-1
appear in the pattern of 330 minutes. These two peaks are not present in the same paste at
300 minutes of hydration. They should be assigned to the C-S-H gel based on previous
studies by other researchers (Table 3.1). According to Scrivener (1989), cement grains
may be surrounded with outer product of C-S-H gel after 3 hours of hydration (Fig. 2.6
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(c)). Because RS is more efficient in detecting the products on the sample surface, the
detection can be assumed to be the outer layer of C-S-H gel.
These two peaks indicating C-S-H gels were found in all the cement pastes with
four w/c ratios, however, the first appearance of C-S-H gel in each cement paste was at
different hydration age. For cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.60,
the first detection of the C-S-H gel happened at 100, 140, 230, and 330 minutes,
respectively. It indicates a relatively later formation or detection of C-S-H in paste with
higher w/c ratio. This is because the cement paste with higher w/c ratio may undergo
longer dormant period, which causes the later hydration of C3S and thus the delayed
formation of C-S-H gel. In addition to that, when cement paste contains lower
concentration of cement grains, it will also take longer to accumulate the minimum
amount of C-S-H gel to be detected by RS. It should also be noted that bleeding may
have effect on the later detection of C-S-H gel in the cement paste with higher w/c ratio
as well. This research also found the persistence of C-S-H gel peaks in the RS patterns
after their first detections throughout the measuring period. There was not a significant
change over time regarding the peaks intensities and positions. This may be inferred that
only the outer layer of the C-S-H gel was detected even with the increasing hydration age.
4.7.3 Sulfate Bands
Pattern B in Fig. 4.4 is the cement paste hydrating for 20 minutes after mixing, in
which the sulfate product (i.e., ettringite) has already presented. This should be attributed
to the quick hydration of C3A with gypsum. Although the sulfate hydration products were
observed consistently for each paste in the measuring duration, the positions and
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intensities of the sulfate peaks were found to shift and change. This is caused by the
active sulfates chemistry at the early age of cement hydration. C3A hydration consumes
gypsum and produces ettringite. After the depletion of available gypsum, C3A reacts with
the present ettringite to generate monosulfate (Eq. (2.8)). Therefore, there may be
simultaneous presence of different types of sulfate phases in the hydrating cement pastes.
From previous studies, the assigned Raman shifts for monosulfate, ettringite, and gypsum
were 979-984, 987-992, and 1008-1020 cm-1 (Table 3.1), respectively. Since these three
sulfates have fairly close characteristic shifts, when analyzing the sulfate phases, the shift
bands between 950 cm-1 and 1050 cm-1 were zoomed in to differentiate each individual
sulfate phase.

Fig. 4.9. Spectrum for cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 at the hydration age of 180
minutes
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Fig. 4.9 shows a pattern of the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 at the
hydration age of 180 minutes. The zoomed-in sulfate band is shown at the upper right
corner of the figure. It can be seen from the sulfate band that the peak centering at the
shift of 991 cm-1 has the highest intensity. Therefore, it is ascertained that ettringite is the
dominant sulfate product at this hydration age. There may be some gypsum remaining
and/or other sulfate phase(s) with their peaks obscured by the predominant ettringite,
considering the peak broadness. The existence of the ettringite peak was consistent from
the beginning of the measurement until about 6 hours. Starting from 360 minutes, when
zooming into the sulfate region, one can see three individual peaks for this paste as
shown in Fig. 4.10. These peaks were at the shifts around 983, 991, and 1005 cm-1. The
latter two peaks were assigned to ettringite and gypsum respectively (according to Table
3.1). The assignment of 983 cm-1 peak can be controversial. In current research, this peak
was assigned to monosulfate because its shift fell into the characteristic shift range for
monosulfate (979-984 cm-1) (Black et al., 2007; Renaudin et al., 2007; Torréns‐Martín et
al., 2013), although a different assignment of this peak can also be found in the research
of Garg et al. (2013). By comparing Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, it can be presumed that during the
hydration age from 180 to 360 minutes, some portion of ettringite converted to
monosulfate and gypsum (Black et al., 2006). Similar results were also found in the paste
with a w/c ratio of 0.35, except that monosulfate appeared earlier in the pattern, which
was at 140 minutes of hydration. Although the same approach was used for analyzing the
pastes with w/c ratios of 0.50 and 0.60, there were no monosulfate detections in these two
pastes during the measuring period. The reason can be the less amount of ettringite
formed due to the lower concentration of cement particles. Since the conversion of
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ettringite requires enough amount of ettringite to react with C3A, it may take these pastes
much longer to generate enough ettringite to initiate this reaction. Therefore, it is
plausible to speculate that for pastes with higher w/c ratios (0.50 and 0.60), ettringite
conversion may happen after the completion of setting, and monosulfate may be detected
if the observation window is extended.

Fig. 4.10. Spectrum for paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 hydrated for 360 minutes
Fig. 4.11 shows the position evolution of sulfate peaks in the cement pastes with
all four w/c ratios during setting. Based on this figure, it can be seen that the three sulfate
peaks are present consistently in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35 and 0.40 from
2 to 3 hours till the end of the measuring frame (Fig. 4.11(a) and (b)). But the peak shape
of these sulfate phases in these two pastes were different. It is noted that peak at 991 cm-1
was much weaker than the other two peaks (983cm-1 and 1005 cm-1) in the cement paste
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with a w/c ratio of 0.35, while in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40, 991 cm-1 peak has the
predominant intensity compared to other two sulfate phases. From Fig. 4.11, it can also
be seen that there was only one sulfate peak in the cement paste with w/c ratios of 0.50
and 0.60 (Fig. 4.10(c) and (d)). This peak was centered at about 991 cm-1, which was
assigned to ettringite (Table 3.1). In the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.50 (Fig.
4.11(c)), it is interesting to find that the ettringite peak was shifting slightly from 989 to
991 cm-1 with the increased hydration age from 260 to 540 minutes. However, for the
paste with a w/c ratio of 0.6, the sulfate peak remained at 991 cm-1 throughout the whole
studied duration.

Fig. 4.11. Evolution of sulfate peak positions in cement pastes during setting: (a) w/c =
0.35; (b) w/c = 0.40; (c) w/c = 0.50; and (d) w/c = 0.60
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4.7.4 Intensity Evolution of Sulfate Peaks
As aforementioned, during early hydration, reaction between C3A and gypsum
may increase the amount of ettringite (Eq. (2.7)), however, if the ettringite converts to
monosulfate (Eq. (2.8)), its quantity may also be reduced. Therefore, studying the
changes in intensities of ettringite can help to better understand early hydration and
material behavior during setting. Fig. 4.12 shows four representative curves for the
intensity changes of ettringite in the cement pastes with different w/c ratios. It should be
noted that the intensity of ettringite in different cement pastes can be affected by various
factors, including the degree of focusing, physical properties of sample surface, the
system alignment of Raman spectroscopy, etc. Therefore, for a better comparison
between cement pastes having different w/c ratios, the intensity of ettringite peak at 991
cm-1 was normalized to its highest value found from measuring each individual paste.
Taking the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 as an example, it is noticeable that there are two
transition points for ettringite intensity (shown as t1 and t2 in the figure), which are the
intersections of the two corresponding trend lines obtained from linear regression. These
two points divided the ettringite intensity development curve into three stages: a constant
intensity stage in the first few hours, followed by an increasing stage starting at t1, and
then the intensity decreases at t2 until the end of the studied period. Same phenomenon
can also be seen for the pastes with w/c ratios of 0.40, 0.50, and 0.60. This result matches
the findings by other researchers with XRD and DTA analyses (Odler, 2003).
Table 4.3 lists the values of t1, t2, and Δt (Δt =t2-t1) for all the cement pastes. From
this table, it can be seen that t1 increases with the increasing w/c ratio. This means the
onset of the intensity increase was delayed in the cement paste with higher w/c ratio. The
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reason can be the overall lower rate of ettringite accumulation in these pastes. The
intervals between t1 and t2 (Δt) for the cement pastes also varied significantly. It
decreased consistently from 3 and 4 hours in the cement paste with w/c ratios of 0.35 and
0.40 to less than 1 hour in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60. This indicates a
much longer accelerating period of ettringite formation in the cement pastes with lower
w/c ratios. This phenomenon may be attributed to the higher solid concentration in the
original mixture to support the continuous reaction between C3A and gypsum, while for
those pastes with higher w/c ratios, these two components may be insufficient to sustain
the long-lasting hydration.

Fig. 4.12. Intensity changes of ettringite peak in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of: (a)
0.35; (b) 0.40; (c) 0.50; and (d) 0.60
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Table 4.3 Transition points and duration of the accelerating period of ettringite formation
in all the cement pastes
w/c
0.35
0.40
0.50
0.60

t1 (min)
70
135
190
290

t2 (min)
270
360
265
340

Δt (min)
200
225
75
50

4.8 Relationship between Raman Signals and Setting Time/Heat Signature
4.8.1 Results of Setting Time and Heat Evolution
As discussed, RS is capable of detecting the decrease or disappearance of cement
ingredients and the appearance or increase of hydration products during the setting period.
It will be interesting to figure out whether the Raman signals detected can be related to
the macro-level properties of cement pastes. This purpose may be accomplished by
analyzing the Raman signals and supplementary data gained by other commonly used
macro-level methods together, because all of these methods measure the properties
controlled by cement hydration. Therefore, the Vicat needle and calorimetric tests were
also carried out on the cement pastes with all four w/c ratios that have been studied. The
penetration and heat evolution curves for the cement pastes are shown in Fig. 4.13 and
Fig. 4.14, respectively. From Fig. 4.13, it can be seen both the initial and final setting
were completed later in the cement paste with higher w/c ratio. The measured initial and
final setting times for each paste are listed in Table 4.4.
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Fig. 4.13. Vicat needle penetration curves for the cement pastes with four different w/c
ratios
Fig. 4.14 plots the measured heat evolution curves for cement paste with a w/c
ratio of 0.60 during the first 10 hours after mixing. Point b in Fig. 4.14 is the maximum
rate of heat releasing, indicating the end of the accelerating period. For point a, the end of
the dormant period, currently there is no standard specification on its determination. In
this work, intersect of the two straight lines which are tangential to the curved segments
of dormant and accelerating periods was taken as the end of the dormant period.
According to Fig. 4.14, the end of dormant period and maximum heat peak were
achieved in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60 at 105 and 441 minutes respectively.
This same method was also used to determine the end of dormant period and max heat
peak in the cement pastes with other three w/c ratios. The obtained results are all listed in
Table 4.4.
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Fig. 4.14. Heat evolution for cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60 during the first 10
hours after mixing
Table 4.4 Summarized critical time points of setting time, heat signature, and Raman
signals with unit of minute

w/c

Initial
set

Final
set

0.35
0.40
0.50
0.60

175±3
219±5
278±8
340±5

285±7
360±12
450±18
570±12

End of
dormant
period
85
96
100
105

Max heat
peak

Ettringite
t1

300
345
424
441

70
135
190
290

Ettringite C-S-H
t2
gel
270
360
265
340

100
140
230
330

According to Table 4.4, it can be seen that the dormant period was only extended
slightly when the w/c ratio of cement paste was increased. The maximum heat peak of the
accelerating period was also delayed in the cement paste with higher w/c ratio. From this
table, it can also be seen that for all the w/c ratios, the initial setting and dormant period
differ significantly. The end of dormant period was always achieved earlier than the
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initial setting. There was approximately 4 hours interval between the end of the dormant
stage and the initial setting in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60. This time
difference decreased with the decreasing w/c ratio. On the other side, the final set and the
end of the acceleration stage on the hear curve appeared within the same time scale.
There was only 15 to 20 minutes difference between them except in the cement paste
with a w/c ratio of 0.60.
4.8.2 Raman Signals versus Setting Time and Heat History
In order to compare the RS results with the setting time and heat history in the
cement pastes, Table 4.4 also includes the first and second transition time of the ettringite
intensity (t1 and t2 from Fig. 4.12) and the appearance time of C-S-H gel (from Section
4.7.2) for all the cement pastes. It has been mentioned previously that the peak of
ettringite can be found in the paste pattern at 20 minutes after cement mixed with water.
This happened to the cement pastes with all four w/c ratios and this phenomenon was
discussed as the result from the fast reaction between the C3A and gypsum during the
rapid reaction stage, which undergoes in the cement paste before the dormant period. By
comparing the end of dormant period and the time when the ettringite intensity began to
increase rapidly (t1), it can be assumed that C3A hydration nearly terminated during
dormant period, leading to the almost constant ettringite intensity. This can especially be
seen in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35 and 0.40. In these two pastes, the
intensity increasing of ettringite started around or a little later than the end of dormant
period. The higher w/c ratio causes the more significant difference between t1 and the end
of dormant period due to lower ettringite concentration in the paste. After the dormant
period, the more available aluminate from the cement dissolution aroused the rehydration
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of C3A with gypsum, leading to the fast increasing stage for ettringite intensity. This
stage lasts till the final setting in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35 and 0.40, while
in the cement pastes with higher w/c ratios, the ettringite intensity stopped increasing
almost at the time when the initial setting was achieved.
From Table 4.4, with the comparison between the C-S-H gel detection and heat
evolution in the cement paste, it can be found that C-S-H gel was always detected after
the dormant period. This is rational because during the rapid reaction and dormant
periods, the main phenomena happening in the cement paste are the dissolution and
reaction of the calcium aluminate and gypsum, dissolution of the calcium silicates, and
nucleation of C-S-H gel (Section 2.2.3). After the dormant period, C-S-H gel nucleates
starts to grow and precipitate onto the surface of the reacting cement particles, which is
able to be detected by the Raman spectroscopy. It can also be seen from Table 4.4 that
this C-S-H gel detection occurred earlier than the initial setting of the cement paste,
regardless of the w/c ratios. This is because for the completion of initial setting, sufficient
amount of C-S-H gel is required to connect the various components to form the
microstructure which is strong enough to resist the 25 mm penetration in the Vicat needle
tests (ASTM C191, 2008). Therefore, after its formation, time is needed for accumulating
C-S-H gel to gain the initial setting in the cement paste. With the prolonged hydration
after initial setting, the further hydration of calcium silicates (mainly C3S) produces more
C-S-H gel. This will make the paste more solidified, achieving its final setting. In the
meantime, the maximum rate of heat releasing can also be caused by the main C3S
hydration.
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4.9 Summaries and Conclusions
RS has already been proven to be a useful technique in studying various cement
phases. In this work, Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the hydration behaviors
of the cement pastes with different w/c ratios after mixing till the final setting. Efforts
were also put into finding correlations between the Raman signals and the setting
time/heat evolution of the cement pastes. The following conclusions are drawn based on
this study.
(1) The simple sample preparation procedures of RS analysis make it a good and
appropriate method for in-situ observation of hydrating cement paste during the setting
period.
(2) For the RS studies on cement pastes with four different w/c ratios, hydration products,
including CH, C-S-H gel, ettringite, and monosulfate can be characterized. This makes
RS a valuable tool to explore the hydration mechanisms of cement paste, especially
during the setting period.
(3) For all the pastes, CH can be detected right after mixing and it appears consistently
throughout the whole measurement with only slightly increased intensity.
(4) The higher the w/c ratio, the longer it took for the C-S-H gel to be seen in the RS
patterns. And for all the studied pastes, C-S-H gel was detected after the dormant period
(measured with the calorimetric method) but before initial setting time determined with
the Vicat needle tests.
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(5) For all the pastes, ettringite was found instantly after mixing. Its peak appeared
consistently throughout the studied period, however, the peak intensity and position
varied during the setting period. The intensity change of ettringite was found to be related
to the dormant period of cement hydration.
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CHAPTER 5
HYDRATION DIFFERENCE DETECTED BY RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY IN
ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE (UHPC) AND PORTLAND CEMENT
PASTE

5.1 Background and Introduction
The application of RS on the hydration of fresh cement paste (Chapter 4) was
extended to study the hardened ordinary paste and ultra-high performance concrete
(UHPC). UHPC is a new type of concrete that is being developed by agencies concerned
with infrastructure protection. It has been considered for use in a wide variety of
applications, including highway infrastructure, precast concrete piles, seismic retrofit of
substandard bridge substructure, etc. (FHWA, 2013). UHPC is a steel fiber reinforced
cement composite material. Being different from a conventional concrete, a UHPC’s
compressive strength is in excess of 150 MPa, and it can be high up to exceeding 250
MPa (AFGC, 2002). This type of cement-based material is also distinguished by its
constituent materials composites: typically finely ground silica flour, silica sand, silica
fume, small steel fibers, blends of high-strength cements, high range water-reducing
admixture, and water (FHWA, 2013). Silica flour and silica sand are inert in nature and
do not react with water or components in cement paste. They are mainly work as the fine
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fillers to form dense microstructure for UHPC. Another form of silica, silica fume, is
amorphous and chemical reactive. It can react with calcium hydroxide (CH) produced
from the hydration of calcium silicates (C3S and C2S) at the very early age (Neville,
2010). The reaction of silica fume and CH forms additional calcium silicate hydrate that
is very similar to the C-S-H gel formed from Portland cement hydration. This process is
called pozzolanic reaction in cement chemistry. The additional C-S-H gel produced can
contribute to the improved early and late age strength and durability of concrete. The
different compositions between UHPC and ordinary Portland cement paste are expected
to cause differences in the hydration mechanisms for these two materials.
To study the hydration differences between Portland cement paste and UHPC,
ordinary cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60 and UHPC with the same mix proportion
as Williams et al. (2009) were studied with Raman Spectroscopy. RS analysis was
applied to these two materials at the hydration ages from 3 to 28 days. In this work, the
pozzolanic reaction of silica fume can be detected with the consumption of CH during the
UHPC hydration. This result enhances the potential for expanding RS to study various
types of materials.

5.2 Materials and Sample Preparation
5.2.1 Raw Materials
For the ordinary paste (w/c=0.6), Type I Portland cement was used. The chemical
compositions and particle size distribution of this cement were given in Section 4.2.
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For the UHPC, Class H cement (oil well cement specified by American Petroleum
Institute (API)), processed fine silica sand, finely ground silica flour, and silica fume
were used. The chemical compositions of these components are list in Table 5.1, which
were gained by XRF analysis. It can be seen from the table that silica sand and flour have
the similar compositions and they mainly contain silicon dioxide (99.20% and 98.87%).
The silica fume has less content of SiO2, but still higher than 90%.
Table 5.1 Chemical compositions of Class H cement, silica sand, silica flour, and silica
fume

Compound (%)

Class H

Silica Sand

Silica Flour

Silica Fume

SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
SO3
Na2O
K 2O
Na2Oeq

21.75
2.73
4.43
64.25
2.35
2.85
0.09
0.17
0.20

99.20
0.07
0.05
0.17
0.06
0.01
-

98.87
0.25
0.03
0.19
0.02
0.01
-

93.00
0.59
0.72
1.29
0.17
0.13
0.02
-

Based on the oxides percentages in Table 5.1, the mineral compositions of Class
H cement were calculated according to Bogue’s equations (Neville, 2010), which is
shown in Table 5.2. It can be found from this table that the content of C3A in this cement
is not significant enough to be detected by XRF analysis. The lower amount of aluminate
can contribute to the durability of UHPC. This is because the C3A hydration produces
ettringite (Eq. (2.7)), which is expansive at the presence of water. After concrete
hardened, this expansion can lead to cracking in the concrete matrix, increasing the
permeability of the concrete to detrimental chemicals, such as sulfates and carbonates.
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Compared with the compositions in Type I Portland cement (Table 4.2), the content of
C2S and C4AF are higher in Class H cement. There is not a significant difference of C3S
concentration in the two types of cement (64.62% in Type I cement and 63.24% in Class
H cement).
Table 5.2 Mineral compositions of Class H cement
Clinker Phase
C 3S
C 2S
C3A
C4AF

Weight, %
63.24
14.65
N/A
13.27

5.2.2 Sample Preparation
For the UHPC, the mix proportion is listed in Table 5.3 (Williams et al., 2009).
During mixing, the four constituent materials were dry mixed for about 5 minutes. And
then water and superplasticizer were combined before being gradually added to the dry
mixture while actively mixing. Mixing time was approximately 15 minutes to achieve a
wet, flowable paste. After this, steel fibers were added to the mixture and the concrete
was then allowed to mix for another 10 more minutes. When mixing was done, UHPC
was transferred to the standard tissue culture dishes (Section 4.3) and slightly tapped to
give a relatively smooth surface. The sample holders were covered till the samples were
hardened.
For the ordinary cement paste, mixing procedures as described in Section 4.3 were
followed. After mixing, paste was then transferred to sample holders with slightly tapping
and then covered till hardened.
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For both UHPC and ordinary paste, after hardening, the samples were cured in
water at the temperature of 20 °C without covers till the hydration ages of 3, 7, 14, 21,
and 28 days. At each age, three specimens for each material, cement paste and UHPC,
were taken out from the curing tank to be prepared for RS analysis.
Table 5.3 UHPC mix composition (Williams et al., 2009)
Materials
Cement
Silica Sand
Silica Flour
Silica Fume
Superplasticizer
Water (tap)
Steel Fibers

Product
Lafarge, Class H, Joppa, MO
US Silica, F55, Ottawa, IL
US Silica, Sil-co-Sil 75,
Berkeley Springs, WV
Elkem, ES 900 W
W.R. Grace, ADVA 170
N/A
Bekaert, Dramix® ZP305

Proportion by Weight
1.00
0.967
0.277
0.389
0.0171
0.208
0.310

5.3 Raman Measuring Procedures
The Raman system used was the same as in the study of fresh cement paste
described in Section 4.4, including the excitation source, range of Raman shifts, exposure
time, objective, calibration, and acquisition software, etc. All the spectra for Portland
cement paste and UHPC were acquired with the same experimental parameters. For these
two materials, RS analysis was applied at 10 discrete points for each sample and each
spectrum gained was corrected with the background subtraction (Section 4.5.2). At each
designated hydration age, 3 samples were tested. The average of the total 30 spectra after
background corrections was used as the representative pattern.
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5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Comparison between Spectra for Type I and Class H cement
In ordinary paste, Type I cement was used. While in UHPC, class H cement was
used. The difference in the raw cement types will lead to different hydration mechanisms
in the two materials. Therefore, RS analysis was firstly applied to compare the two
cements that were used. Fig. 5.1 shows the Raman spectrum for Class H cement. The
pattern for Type I cement was also included in the figure for comparison purpose. The
phases in both patterns are identified based on the peak assignments in Table 3.1.
Comparing the two patterns, it can be seen that the peaks for C3S, C2S, and gypsum can
be identified clearly in both cements, which are at the Raman shift of 833, 887 and 1005
cm-1, respectively. The peak intensity of gypsum is higher in UHPC than that in Type I
Portland cement. The most significant difference regarding the two patterns lies in the
identification of C3A peak. In the pattern for Type I cement, the peak for C3A is
characterized at the shift of around 552 cm-1. However, in the Class H cement, the
corresponding peak cannot be separated from the overlapped shift range of C3A and
C4AF. This result is consistent with the XRF analysis applied to identify the compositions
of both cements. The lower content of C3A in Class H cement (Table 5.2) than Type I
Portland cement (Table 4.2) generates weaker peak that is easily to be obscured by C4AF
peak.
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Fig. 5.1. Raman spectra for Class H and Type I cements
5.4.2 Characterization of Silica Components in UHPC
Besides Class H cement, silica components were also included in the UHPC. The
characteristic peaks for these silicas can serve as the references in identifying each
individual silica component in the hydrated UHPC. With RS analysis on these silicas, it is
noted that although they are all primarily composed of silicon dioxide, but they can still
be distinguished according to their individual spectral features. Fig. 5.2 shows the Raman
patterns for silica flour, silica sand, and silica fume, respectively. By comparing Fig.
5.2(a) and (b), it is observed that both the silica flour and silica sand have a strongest
peak at 465 cm-1. This peak is characterized for quartz (SiO2) (Guedes et al., 2008; Garg,
2012). Quartz is stable in nature and does not participate in the cement hydration. It is
also seen from these two patterns that silica flour has other two strong peaks at 1371 and
1397 cm-1, which cannot be found in the spectrum of silica sand. It should be noticed that,
these two peaks are not present in the pattern for silica fume (Fig. 5.2(c)), either.
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Therefore, these two peaks can be taken as the characteristic peaks for silica flour. For
silica fume, its pattern has a unique, strong peak at 517 cm-1, which can also be assigned
to silicon dioxide. The different shift positions of strongest SiO2 peak in silica flour/sand
(465 cm-1) and silica fume (517 cm-1) should be attributed to the differences in their
atomic structures. Silica flour and sand are crystalline materials, while silica fume is an
amorphous material that does not have an overall structure.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 5.2. Raman spectra for silica components in UHPC: (a) silica flour; (b) silica sand; (c)
silica fume
5.4.3 Portland Cement Paste at 3-28 days
To study the hydration processes of ordinary Portland cement paste and UHPC,
the RS analysis was conducted on both materials at hydration ages from 3 to 28 days. Fig.
5.3 stacks Raman spectra obtained from the ordinary paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60. From
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these patterns, calcium silicates (C3S and C2S), ettringite, and CH are consistently found
at all the hydration ages. For calcium silicates, different from the paste hydrating for 20
minutes (Pattern B in Fig. 4.4), the peak intensity for C2S is always higher than C3S in the
patterns during the measuring framework. This is caused by the higher reactivity of C3S
at the early age, leading to its faster consumption during the first 3 days after mixing. The
domination of C2S in the calcium silicate phases occurred to all the pastes measured. It is
also noticeable from the stacked patterns that the intensities of calcium silicates peaks
decreased gradually with the increasing hydration ages. On the contrary, as one of the
hydration products of calcium silicates, CH increased at the hydration ages from 3 to 28
days. From the figure, one can also see the decreased intensity of ettringite at late age. In
all the patterns, the peak for C3A was not detected, attributing to its reactive hydration at
the very early age.

Fig. 5.3. Stacked spectra for ordinary paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60 at the hydration ages
from 3 to 28 days
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5.4.4 UHPC at 3-28 days
Fig. 5.4 depicts the spectrum for UHPC hydrated for 3 days. The pattern for the
ordinary paste at this hydration age was also displayed in the figure. According to the
spectrum for UHPC, both the cement paste components and silicas can be recognized
easily. The paste components found in the UHPC had the same peak positions as those in
the ordinary paste. These included calcium silicates (C3S & C2S), ettringite, and calcium
hydroxide (CH). But these peaks were also noted to be much weaker in the UHPC than in
the ordinary paste. This is due to the less amounts of cement used in UHPC (Table 5.3). It
is also noticeable from the UHPC pattern that the peak for silica fume has a higher
intensity than both silica flour and silica sand, although the amount of silica fume was
less. This may be due to the fact that silica fume is more easily to be detected by RS
which is a surface measurement. As a very fine powder, it is easier for silica fume to be
distributed on the surface of the UHPC.

Fig. 5.4. Spectra comparison between UHPC and ordinary paste hydrated for 3 days
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Similar to the Portland cement paste, the Raman spectrum collected from the
UHPC was also stacked to explore its hydration behavior. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the patterns
for UHPC at different hydration ages. By comparing these patterns, one can notice that
the peaks found for UHPC in Fig. 5.4 are present consistently at all the hydration ages.
The predomination of silica fume peak over the other components happened to all the
measured UHPC. Because of this intensive peak for silica fume, the changes of UHPC
components at the different hydration ages were not able to be characterized visually.
Quantitative analysis on the peaks for these components thus was applied, which will be
illustrated in the following discussions.

Fig. 5.5. Stacked spectra for UHPC at the hydration ages from 3 to 28 days
5.4.5 Quantitative Analysis of Ordinary Portland Cement Paste
The predomination of silica fume peak in the UHPC patterns shielded difficulties
in tracking the peak intensity changes of other components, thus the quantitative analysis
was focused on tracking the peak area during the hydration process. According to other
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researchers, both the peak intensity and peak area can reflect the concentration of the
species investigated in the samples (Strommen and Nakamoto, 1984; Tarrida et al., 1995;
Vagenas and Kontoyannis, 2003; Skorda and Kontoyannis, 2008; Simone et al., 2014).
The same quantitative analysis was also applied to the ordinary pastes. By comparing the
analysis results from both materials, the differences in their hydration mechanisms can be
revealed.

Fig. 5.6. Evolution of peak area for calcium silicates in the ordinary paste at the hydration
ages from 3 to 28 days
For ordinary cement paste (w/c=0.6), quantitative analysis was applied to the
peaks for calcium silicates (C3S+C2S), CH and ettringite. For each Raman pattern, the
gained peak area for each component was divided by the sum of peak areas for the total
three compounds from the same pattern. The averaged quotient from the 3 samples (30
patterns) at each age was further normalized to the maximum averaged value obtained at
all the hydration ages. Fig. 5.6 shows the evolution of peak area for calcium silicates of
ordinary paste attained by this analysis method. According to this figure, the amount of
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calcium silicates is decreasing at the increased hydration age, especially during the first
two weeks. This is caused by the more reactive hydration of calcium silicates (mainly
C3S) at the early age (Taylor, 1997). The decreasing trend of the peaks was almost
terminated after two weeks. This may be due to the fact that the hydration of C2S controls
the reaction of calcium silicates, and the C2S reaction is known to be much slower than
C3S.

Fig. 5.7. Evolution of peak area for calcium hydroxide in the cement paste hydrated for 3
to 28 days
Fig. 5.7 exhibits the quantitative analysis results of the peak area for calcium
hydroxide in the cement paste. By comparing Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, it can be seen that the
evolution of CH was corresponding to that of calcium silicates. This is because CH is
produced from the hydration of calcium silicates (Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6)). With the faster
consumption of (C3S+C2S) at the first two weeks, the relatively rapid increasing of
calcium hydroxide during this period was also observed. The approximately constant
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peak area for CH at late age can be the result from the dominated, slower C2S reaction
after paste hydrated for more than 2 weeks (Fig. 5.6).
The evolution of ettringite peak area in cement paste was displayed in Fig. 5.8. It
is apparent from the figure the content of ettringite remains almost constant from 3 days
to 7 days and then it decreases rapidly till 14 days. Thereafter, ettringite content is
constant again. Combining with the discussion on the ettringite intensity change during
the setting period in Section 4.7.4, the decreased content may be caused by the
conversion of ettringite to monosulfate.

Fig. 5.8. Evolution of peak area for ettringite in the cement paste hydrated for 3 to 28
days
5.4.6 Quantitative Analysis of UHPC
Quantitative analysis on peak area was also applied to the UHPC to investigate
the evolutions of the components at different hydration ages. But the normalization
method adopted was different. It has been mentioned that UHPC incorporated three silica
components, i.e., silica sand, silica flour and silica fume. Among these silicas, only the
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silica fume can react with calcium hydroxide in the presence of water during hydration
(Section 5.1). Thus the peak area of (silica flour + sand) was assumed to be constant at
the different ages. Therefore, instead of normalizing to the sum of the peak areas for all
the analyzed compounds in cement paste, the peak area of each component was
normalized to the peak area of (silica flour + silica sand) for each pattern. After this, the
averaged quotient from the 3 samples (30 patterns) at each age was further divided by its
maximum value obtained at all the hydration ages. This method was applied to the peaks
for silica fume, C3S+C2S, CH, and ettringite in the UHPC patterns. Fig. 5.9 displays the
gained evolution curve for silica fume by the quantitative analysis. The faster decreasing
of silica fume during the first two weeks is observed from the figure. This may be
attributed to the fact that silica fume is ultrafine powder and it can react quickly at the
very early age during cement hydration. The observed decreasing trend nearly ceased at
the ages later than two weeks, which can be caused by the less amount or decreased
reactivity of silica fume at these ages.

Fig. 5.9. Evolution of peak area for silica fume in UHPC at the hydration ages from 3 to
28 days
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Fig. 5.10 shows the evolution of calcium silicates in the UHPC. From this figure,
the decreased content of calcium silicates is seen at the increased hydration age.
Compared to the evolution of calcium silicates in ordinary cement paste (Fig. 5.6), the
decreasing trend was not so obvious in UHPC, which was caused by the less amount of
cement in the concrete.

Fig. 5.10. Evolution of peak area for calcium silicates in UHPC

Fig. 5.11. Evolution of peak area for CH in UHPC
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The evolution curve for CH in the UHPC is shown in Fig. 5.11. This curve shows
the increased CH content during the first week after mixing. Thereafter, the content
decreased till 14 days and then it only increased slightly. The increased amount at the
early age is due to the hydration of calcium silicates, producing more CH, while the
decreased CH during 7 to 14 days can be attributed to its faster consumption by silica
fume than the formation from calcium silicates hydration. The lower reactivity of both
calcium silicates and silica fume after 14 days led to the only slightly increased CH
during this period.

Fig. 5.12. Evolution of peak area for ettringite in UHPC
In Fig. 5.12, the evolution curve for ettringite in UHPC is shown. Comparing this
curve to the evolution of ettringite in the Portland cement paste (Fig. 5.8), it can be seen
that ettringite had the similar trend regarding its peak area in both materials. Its peak area
started decreasing rapidly at 7 days and it only changed slightly after 14 days. But the
overall changes of ettringite in the UHPC were less obvious than in ordinary paste. This
may be due to the less C3A content in UHPC, producing less amount of ettringite.
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5.5 Conclusions
The study described in this work shows that the Raman spectroscopy is a
promising method for investigating the differences in the hydration process of Portland
cement paste and UHPC. In particular, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) RS is capable of characterizing the main constituents in Class H cement, including
C3S, C2S, and gypsum.
(2) Different types of silica components used in UHPC can also be characterized based
on their individual spectral features.
(3) From the quantitative analysis on peak areas, silica fume was found to be more
reactive during the first two weeks.
(4) Calcium silicates decreased with increased hydration age in both materials, but this
decreasing trend was more obvious in the ordinary paste than in the UHPC.
(5) CH was also detected in the two materials. In ordinary paste, its amount increased
with ages. However, in the UHPC, its amount decreased after 7 days due to its
consumption by silica fume.
(6) Detection of ettringite showed the similar trend of peak area changes in the two types
of materials. It started to decrease rapidly from 7 days and only changed slightly after 14
days.
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CHAPTER 6
DEVELOPING A PROTOCAL FOR CHEMICAL MAPPING STUDY ON
HARDENED PASTE

6.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters, RS analysis on the hydration process of fresh and
hardened ordinary cement paste and UHPC has been discussed. The results prove this
technique an effective tool in identifying the different cement ingredients and hydration
products in both materials. In the following two chapters, RS is applied to explore
microstructure development of cement paste at late ages. This can be achieved by the RS
chemical mapping, which provides visual images of the distributions and connections of
chemical components in cement paste.
RS chemical mapping has been widely used in the food and pharmaceutical
industries (Zhang et al., 2005; Belu et al., 2008; Fischer et al., 2009; Gorden et al., 2011).
However, there is little work done with this technique in cement chemistry. Jallad et al.
(2001) studied thaumasite formation in the sulfate-attacked mortar. From their study, the
distribution of gypsum and thaumasite can be found from the obtained chemical maps.
The chemical mapping study on the Portland cement paste has not yet been implemented.
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The objective of this chapter is to develop a protocol of chemical mapping, so that the
obtained map reflects correctly the dispersion, concentration, and connection of chemical
ingredients in cement paste. To achieve this goal, a hardened self-consolidating concrete
(SCC) paste spared from another research project was used.

6.2 Raman Measuring Procedures
The RS system used was similar to the studies described in the previous chapters
(Chapters 4 and 5), including the same excitation source, range of Raman shifts, exposure
time, objective, calibrations, and acquisitions software, etc. The only difference regarding
the RS system setting was the slit opening. It was increased from 20 µm (default) for
spectra analysis to 50 µm for chemical mapping. The increased slit opening is able to
improve the signal to noise (S/N) ratio for Raman spectra, but the acquisition time was
also increased slightly.
For the preliminary study, chemical mapping was carried out on an area of 20×20
µm2 having a total of 100 points spreading in a grid matrix on the sample surface, shown
as in Fig. 6.1. The grid size was set based on the size of the laser spot (4 µm). This is to
ensure that the whole area can be measured continuously. After setting up the measuring
area, Raman spectrometer collected spectra sequentially from point 1 to point 100. Thus
from one mapped area, there were 100 spectra acquired. It took around 90 minutes to
map the whole area.
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Fig. 6.1. Mapping setup for analyzing an area on the sample surface

6.3 Chemical Mapping Methodologies
In chemical mapping, once the spectra of all measured points are obtained, the
map can be constructed with different analysis methods. Of those methods, the main
three suitable to be used without peak fitting are mapping with peak intensity, peak area,
and direct classical least squares components analysis. Peak intensity and peak area can
reflect the concentration of the species investigated in the samples. The underlying
technique used in components method is direct classical least square fitting of the
obtained Raman spectrum to a linear combination of the studied components spectra in
the sample. To find the best fit for paste analysis, all of the three methods were tried on
the SCC paste specimens. The detailed mapping results are shown and discussed in the
following sections.
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6.3.1 Mapping with Peak Intensity
(a) Mapping the Acquired Raman Spectra
Before constructing chemical images by mapping with peak intensity, the
acquired Raman spectra need background subtraction (Section 4.5.2). This is because
background signals can contribute significantly to the intensity of all the characteristic
peak(s). After background correction, the chemical maps for each individual paste
component can be constructed by the mapping function called “intensity at a point”
embedded in the WiRE3.3 software. The intensity at the shift of 465, 853, 989, and 1510
cm-1 were mapped to create chemical images for C-S-H gel, calcium silicates, ettringite,
and CH, respectively. These shifts located approximately at the center of the respective
characteristic peaks. It should be noticed that after being hydrated for 1 year, the peak for
C-S-H gel at 625 cm-1 in the fresh cement paste (Section 4.7.2) was undetectable. This
may be due to the morphology and structural changes of this hydration product with the
undergoing hydration (Bensted, 1976). In addition, CH had multiple peaks at 1400 to
2000 cm-1, of which the one with the highest intensity (1510 cm-1) was taken as the
characteristic peak during the mapping procedure.
To distinguish different phases in the cement paste by chemical mapping, each
studied component was assigned with a different color. Colors red, yellow, green, and
blue were representing C-S-H gel, calcium silicates, ettringite, and CH, respectively. Fig.
6.2 shows the dispersion for C-S-H gel by mapping the intensity at 465 cm-1 over the
mapped area (100 spectra). In the figure, the brightness of the color corresponds to the
intensity of the peak. For example, point #53 is brightest, since the intensity of the C-S-H
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gel peak in this point is higher than all other points. By looking at the map, one would
think point #36 also has a high intensity of C-S-H gel peak and point #52 may have a
very low intensity of C-S-H gel, simply because the brightness of point #36 is higher than
point #52. However, this does not reflect the truth when looking at the spectra obtained
from these two locations. Fig. 6.3 plots the spectra for point #36 and #52. From Fig.
6.3(a), one can see that there is actually no peak at the shift of 465 cm-1, but the absolute
value of the intensity is very high (it has a value of 1098 at 465 cm-1). In Fig. 6.3(b), a
clear peak at 465cm-1 with an intensity of 577 can be easily identified. Simply due to the
absolute values in the intensity, the software misleads the conclusion that #36 had a high
concentration of C-S-H gel. The phenomenon also occurred to some other positions in the
map (Fig. 6.2) and to the maps for the other three paste components. Since the intensity
variances among different points can be tremendous, it can be affected by the degree of
focusing, physical properties of the sample surface, the RS system alignment, etc. To get
a chemical map more fitting to the real concentration of the components, normalization
should be applied to decrease or eliminate the intensities differences among different
points caused by the external factors other than the tested material itself.

36
53 52

Fig. 6.2. Chemical map for C-S-H gel gained by mapping the intensity at 465 cm-1
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.3. Raman spectra gained from point (a) # 36 and (b) #52
(b) Mapping with Normalized Raman Spectra having Same Intensity Range
There are total 3 normalization methods that were tried to normalize the Raman
spectrums with the WiRE3.3 software. The spectra can be normalized to have the same
intensity range, have the same integrated signal, or have the same mean and variance.
Normalizing to the same intensity range means that the intensity values of each spectrum
is multiplied by a number so that all the spectrums have the same lower and upper limits.
The number is normally different for different patterns. The values set for the two limits
in this study are 0 and 6000. There was no specific requirement on setting the limits, only
if the normalized intensities for the peaks were sensitive enough to be differentiated by
chemical mapping. Fig. 6.4 shows an example of the resulted spectra after pattern #36
and #52 (Fig. 6.3) normalized with this method. By comparing Figs. 6.4 and 6.3, it can be
seen that the shape of the two spectra did not change after being normalized. Only the
intensity range for these two spectra was adjusted. It is also found from this figure that
with the same intensity range, intensity of the C-S-H gel peak at 465 cm-1 in the #52
pattern is higher than the intensity at the same shift in the #36 pattern. The new C-S-H gel
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image is shown in Fig. 6.4. From this map, it can be seen that point #36 is much darker
than point #52. This is consistent with the C-S-H gel detection with the RS for these two
points.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.4. Spectra after normalized to the same intensity range of 0 to 6000: (a) #36; (b)
#52

36
53 52

99

Fig. 6.5. Chemical map for C-S-H gel gained after the Raman data normalized to the
same intensity range of 0 to 6000
Closer checking of the new C-S-H gel image (Fig. 6.5) reveals difficulties with
this normalization method in mapping the points that do not contain any peak. Take the
point #99 as an example. The background subtracted and normalized spectra are shown in
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Fig. 6.6. From Fig. 6.6(a), there is no obvious peak identified from this location and the
intensity values in the pattern do not vary significantly. After normalized, the intensity at
465 cm-1 in point #99 (3899) is higher than that in point #52 (3608), leading to its higher
brightness in the C-S-H gel map (Fig. 6.5). Therefore, this normalization method did not
work effectively for the chemical mapping with peak intensity, especially when mapping
the points without any component peak.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.6. Spectra from point #99 in the mapped area: (a) acquired; (b) normalized to have
the intensity range of 0 to 6000
(c) Mapping with the Normalized Raman Spectra having Same Integrated Signal
Another normalization method regarding the integrated signal was also tried for
the chemical mapping. This method is to proportionally modifying the intensity value so
that the sum of all values in each given spectrum is a same constant K. The value for K
was 10000 in the current study. There is no detailed requirement on setting K value. The
application of this method provided a good chemical map for C-S-H gel, which can
reflect its real distribution. This same method was also applied to map the calcium
silicates and CH. From their maps, the problems in mapping the points without any peak
as discussed for point #99 in Fig. 6.5 was also found. The brightness of the point only
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containing noise was higher than the points having real peaks. Take the obtained map for
calcium silicates as an example, which is shown in Fig. 6.7. It can be seen from this map
that point #72 is brighter than #58, suggesting the higher intensity at the shift of 853 cm-1
in point #72. Fig 6.8 shows the two spectra for these two points. It is apparent from Fig.
6.8(a) that there is no calcium silicates peak detected from point #72. Only two of the
acquired spectra in the mapping area contained calcium silicates peaks, i.e., point #58
(Fig. 6.8 (b)) and #55. Thus mapping the paste with Raman spectra having the
normalized integrated signal, was not able to provide the correct chemical images as well.

58

55
72

Fig. 6.7. Chemical map for calcium silicates gained after the Raman data normalized to
have the same integrated signal of 10000

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.8. Spectra after normalized to the same integrated signal: (a) #72; (b) #58
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(d) Mapping with the Standardized Raman Spectra
The last normalization method in the acquisition software is to modify the
intensity value so that each spectrum has the same mean and variance. With the
respective value for mean and variance set as 0 and 1 in the current study, this method
can also be called “standardization”. The standardization of the intensities in a spectrum
can be explained by the following equation.
=
where , ̅ ,

and

̅

(6.1)

are the original, mean, standard deviation, and reproduced value of

the intensity in each spectrum, respectively. By applying this equation, the variances
between each intensity value and mean intensity were displayed as the new spectrum.
Fig. 6.9 shows the calcium silicates map from the same area as previous images
(Figs. 6.2, 6.5, and 6.7) after standardizing the 100 spectra. By looking at this figure, it
can be found that the brightness of point #72 is still the highest among all the points, but
no calcium silicates peak was detected in this location (Fig. 6.8(a)). As a result, it is
reasonable to conclude that mapping the standardized Raman spectra has the same
problem in the points without any peak, as encountered in the two previously discussed
normalization methods, i.e., normalizing the spectra to have same intensity range or same
integrated signal. In all these three methods, the brightness of the points did not
correspond correctly to the Raman detections.
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58

55
72

Fig. 6.9. Chemical map for calcium silicates gained after the Raman data normalized to
have the mean of 0 and variance of 1
From these discussions, it can be seen that chemical images constructed by the
peak intensity with or without normalization methods cannot reflect the real locations of
the components in the paste. For those points without any peak, they are possible to have
higher brightness than those having relatively strong peaks. This may mislead the
mapping analysis, therefore, mapping with peak intensity was not adopted in this research.
6.3.2 Mapping with Peak Area
Different from mapping with peak intensity, mapping with peak area does not
require the acquired spectrums to be background subtracted. This is because the peak area
values are obtained by calculating the area between the peak and the baseline for the
corresponding peak. This can dramatically reduce the data processing for constructing a
map, especially when large areas with hundreds or even thousands of spectra are mapped.
In this research, the area under shift range of 447-483 cm-1, 823-880 cm-1, 962-986 cm-1,
and 1467-1670 cm-1 were mapped for C-S-H gel, C3S+C2S, ettringite, and CH, respectively.
These shifts ranges were set to include the whole peak of each studied component.
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Similarly to the mapping with peak intensity, colors red, yellow, green, and blue
were assigned to C-S-H gel, calcium silicates, ettringite, and CH, respectively. By
comparing the obtained maps for these components from the same area as shown in the
previously discussed chemical images, CH was found to dominate the measured area.
Thus the following discussions of the mapping with peak area are primarily based on the
CH maps. Fig. 6.10 shows the chemical image for CH by mapping the peak area at the
shifts from 1467-1670 cm-1. A bright area consisting of 5 points is noticed from this
image, i.e., point #23, #24, #36, #37, and #38. These points are brighter because they
contain higher concentration of CH. Fig. 6.11 shows a representative spectrum for these
points, from point #38. It can be seen from this spectrum that point #38 contains pure CH
only.

17
23 24
38 37 36
44

Fig. 6.10. Chemical map for CH gained by mapping the peak area at the shift of 1467 to
1670 cm-1
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Fig. 6.11. Raman spectrum acquired for point #38
The examination of the CH images also revealed the similar problem encountered
in mapping this area with peak intensity without normalizing the Raman data. The greatly
differences in the intensity values for each spectrum caused flaws in mapping the peak
area. For example, the brightness of point #17 is higher than #44 in the image. However,
from their individual spectrum, the CH peak was found to be weaker in point #17 than in
#44. This can be seen from the Fig. 6.12. As illustrated in Section 6.3.1 part (a), the
tremendous differences in the intensity values for the acquired spectrums were caused by
various external factors. To remove their influences, normalization should be applied.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.12. Acquired Raman spectra from point (a) #17 and (b) #44
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(a)

17
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38 37 36
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(b)

17
24
23
38 37 36
44

(c)

Fig. 6.13. Chemical maps for CH gained by mapping the peak area at the shift of 1467 to
1670 cm-1 after: (a) normalizing the spectra to the same intensity range; (b) normalizing
the spectra to have the same integrated signal; (c) standardizing the spectra
Normalizing the acquired spectra to have the same intensity range produces the
new CH map as shown in Fig. 6.13(a). From this map, point #44 is brighter than point
#17. This means that the stronger peak corresponds to the higher brightness and vice
versa. By comparing this image with the one produced from acquired Raman spectrums
(Fig. 6.10), the correspondence between the brightness and the peak area has been
improved.
The other two normalization methods, normalizing the spectra to have the same
integrated signal or same mean and variance, were also used. The obtained CH images
with these two methods are displayed in Fig. 6.13 (b) and (c). The 5 brightest points seen
in Fig. 6.10 can still be observed from these two images, i.e., point #23, #24, #36, #37,
#38. For a more clear comparison of these three images in Fig. 6.13, the points without
CH peaks should be removed from the figure. This can be achieved by setting peak area
threshold, which means the points with peak area lower than the threshold value will not
be shown in the map. By checking all the acquired Raman spectrums, the CH peak area
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in point #6 was chosen as the threshold for the images. The #6 spectrum is shown in Fig.
6.14. The CH peak in this spectrum is weak, thus it is validated to make an assumption
that the spectrums with weaker CH peak than point #6 did not contain CH or only
contained neglect amount of CH.

Fig. 6.14. Acquired Raman spectrum from point #6
Fig. 6.15 shows the CH images after the three images in Fig. 6.13 being processed
with peak area threshold set as point #6. The differences among the three reproduced
images lie in the point #21 and #55. These two points are present in Fig. 6.15(a) and (c),
while they are removed from Fig. 6.15(b). Fig. 6.16 illustrates the spectra from the two
points. By comparing the peak areas in these two patterns with that in the point # 6 (Fig.
6.14), the three CH peaks are comparably weak and it is difficult to determine which
point should be present in the chemical map. To eliminate the uncertainty, only the points
with strong CH peaks were studied. These points can be taken as the areas where the CH
were concentrated. Fig. 6.17 illustrates the maps only showing the points with strong CH
peaks. When creating this map, it is assumed that the points with the stronger CH peak
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than point # 38 (Fig. 6.11) were concentrated with CH. The points with concentrated CH
were assigned to the same brightness.

21

21

55

55

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 6.15. CH chemical maps after setting threshold value for peak area: (a) Raman data
normalized to the same intensity range; (b) Raman spectra normalized to the same
integrated signal; (c) standardized Raman spectra

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.16. Acquired Raman spectra from point (a) #21 and (b) #55
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Fig. 6.17. Chemical map concentrated with CH
The threshold setting method was also used when mapping the C-S-H gel and
calcium silciates with the three different normalization methods. It is found that these
three methods produced the same chemical maps for both components, which are
illustrated in Fig. 6.18. It should be pointed out that ettringite was not detected in the
measured area (due to the limited size of the mapped area), so its map was not shown.
From the figure, C-S-H gel was found at point #52 and #53, and calcium silicates were at
point #55 and #58. These were consistent with the Raman detections. Therefore it can be
concluded that mapping with peak area with any of the three normalization method is
able to provide the chemical maps reflecting the distribution of the components. Thus
when studying the cement pastes at different hydration ages (Chapter 7), the peak area
mapping with standardized data was used. The gained results were also compared with
the other two normalization methods. They did not show significant differences regarding
the maps with concentrated components.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.18. Chemical maps for (a) C-S-H gel and (b) calcium silicates
6.3.3 Mapping with Components Method
Components method is to fit the obtained Raman spectrum to a linear
combination of all the components spectra in the sample. Different from the two mapping
methods discussed previously, this method requires the availability of the reference
spectra for the studied components. Good mapping results can be obtained when the
reference spectra for all the components in the mixture are available. However, the maps
gained with the spectra for the main components may also be useful. Therefore, this
method was also used for mapping the SCC pastes as a preliminary study.
From the hydration study (Chapter 4 and 5), the peaks for C-S-H gel, ettringite,
and CH can be found, which are shown in Fig. 6.19. The characteristic peaks for C3S and
C2S were quite close in the hydrated cement paste (e.g., Fig. 5.3 in Chapter 5), so they
were treated as one component during mapping. Its reference spectrum is also displayed
in Fig. 6.19. In this figure, the patterns were normalized to have the same intensity range.
It has been mentioned in Section 6.3.1 part (a) that the peak at 625 cm-1 for C-S-H gel
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cannot be detected in the measured area. So the reference pattern for C-S-H gel was only
characterized with the peak at 450cm-1.

C-S-H gel
C3S&C2S
ettringite
CH

Fig. 6.19. Reference spectrums used in mapping with the components method
Similarly to the chemical maps with peak intensity, the background of the
acquired spectrums should be removed before applying the components method. Fig.
6.20 shows the gained chemical map for C-S-H gel. This map is gained from the same
area as that in Fig. 18(a). C-S-H gel was only detected in two points in this area, i.e.,
point #52 and #53. But from this map, several points without C-S-H gel peak are brighter
than point #52, such as point #4 and #36. Therefore, components method on the
background subtracted data is not able to provide the chemical maps consistent with the
detections from the Raman patterns. The aforementioned normalization methods were
also used for the components method to figure out whether the maps can be improved or
not.
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36
53 52

Fig. 6.20. Chemical map for C-S-H gel gained by components method on the background
subtracted Raman data
With the application of the normalization methods, the map for C-S-H gel was
produced correctly. When checking the maps for calcium silicates with the same methods,
the problem that the brightness did not correspond to the component concentration still
existed. The chemical maps for calcium silicates are displayed in Fig. 6.21. It can be seen
that in all the images, the brightness of points #70 and #72 is higher than point #55. There
was actually no calcium silicates detected from the former two points, while the point
#55 had a relatively strong peak. Thus it is validate to conclude that the components
method is not appropriate to be applied in mapping the cement pastes.
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(b)

(a)

55
72

(c)

Fig. 6.21. Chemical maps for C3S and C2S with the components method: (a) Raman data
normalized to the same intensity range; (b) Raman spectra normalized to the same
integrated signal; (c) standardized Raman spectra

6.4 Composite Maps
The chemical maps shown above were for single component. It is necessary to
merge the maps together to investigate the connections of the different components in the
paste. Fig. 6.22 displays the composite map from merging the chemical images shown in
Figs. 6.17 and 6.18. Same procedures were also applied to another specimen. The map is
shown as Fig. 6.22(b). The colors red, yellow, green, and blue are still representing C-SH gel, calcium silicates, ettringite, and CH in the maps. By comparing the two images,
they vary significantly in the types and amounts of the components detected. This can be
caused by the limited area measured (20×20 µm2). From Fig. 6.22(a), one can see the
isolated areas with blue, yellow, and red colors. That means for this specimen, there is no
overlapped area of each component. In Fig. 6.22(b), it is seen that ettringite tends to
concentrate on the surface of cement particles, which is shown as the overlapped zone of
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yellow (calcium silicates) and green colors (ettringite). Therefore, the maps can help us
not only identify the location and dispersion of each ingredient, but also find out the
correlations and connections between different phases.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.22. Composite maps gained from two measured areas

6.5 Summary
In this chapter, the chemical mapping protocol for cement paste was developed.
After the spectra of the observed area were obtained, three chemical mapping methods,
including mapping with peak intensity, mapping with peak area, and mapping with
components method, were used to investigate two SCC specimens as a preliminary study.
The targeted good map would give the correct locations of an ingredient, and in the
meantime, the brightness of map would reflect the concentration of that ingredient
correctly. By comparing the results gained, the images based on mapping with peak area
method were consistent with the detections of the Raman signals over the measured area
for the SCC samples. The composite maps merged from the images for each individual
component was not only able to provide the information on the physical dispersion of the
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components, but also the contacts and connections between the different phases. Based
on this preliminary study, the developed protocol was applied extensively to Portland
cement pastes with different w/c ratios and different hydration ages. The research
findings are illustrated in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
RAMAN CHEMICAL MAPPING STUDY ON PORTLAND CEMENT PASTE

7.1 Introduction
Based on the preliminary study introduced in the previous chapter, chemical
mapping with peak area was able to reflect the distributions and connections of the
different components in the SCC paste, including C-S-H gel, calcium silicates, ettringite,
and CH. Thus, in this chapter, the established mapping protocol is applied to extensively
and systematically investigate the microstructure evolution of hardened Portland cement
pastes. Combining the gained chemical maps with the spectral analysis of the fresh paste,
the effect of early-age hydration on the microstructure development of the cement pastes
at late age can be explored.
Cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35 to 0.60 were used, which were the same as
in the fresh paste study (Chapter 4). The main components, calcium silicates, ettringite,
and CH, were mapped at the different hydration ages from 12 hours after mixing to 28
days. From their chemical maps, the microstructure of cement paste at different hydration
ages was observed. It was found that ettringite tended to locate on the surface of silicates
at the early age. And CH was apt to concentrate and localize in the pores. CH was the
only phase that can be detected as a pure phase in the single measuring cells.
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7.2 Experimental Procedures
7.2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation
Type I Portland Cement was used and its chemical ingredients were introduced in
Chapter 4 (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35, 0.40, 0.50, and
0.60 were properly mixed (ASTM C305, 2014) and transferred to sample holders with a
size of around 20×20×10 mm. Then the sample holders were slightly tapped to remove
the entrapped air. A plastic sheet was then used to cover the sample holders to prevent
moisture loss. When hardened, the samples were demolded and cured under lime
saturated water with a constant temperature of 22±2°C till the designated hydration ages
of 12 hours, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days, 21 days and 28 days. At each age, 3
samples were prepared for Raman chemical mapping. Because the chemical mapping
process can take a couple of hours, and it is well known that at early ages, pastes without
hydration arresting can undergo significant microstructure changes, additional sample
preparation processes were adopted to avoid microstructural changes during mapping
measurements. Firstly, the hydration of the samples was stopped by immersing the
specimens into isopropanol for 7 days. The microstructure of the cement paste can be
reserved to a maximum extent by using this type of alcohol (Feldman and Beaudoin,
1991; Konecny and Naqvi, 1993; Collier et al., 2008). During the 7 days, isopropanol
was replaced regularly, every 12 hours for the first 3 days, and then once a day. After that,
the samples were put into an oven at the temperature of 60 °C for 24 hours to evaporate
the remaining solution. Thereafter, the dried samples were stored in a desiccator till the
onset of the Raman testing. Right before carrying out mapping measurements, paste
samples were ground lightly to give relatively smooth and flat surfaces. Grounding the
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sample can also remove the carbonated surface layer that may be induced during the
sample preparation processes.
7.2.2 Raman Chemical Mapping Configuration
The RS system used was the same as illustrated in Section 6.2, including the
excitation source, range of Raman shifts, exposure time, slit opening, etc. For each paste,
instead of the area of 20×20 µm2 measured in the preliminary study, mapping was carried
out on an area of 100×100 µm2 having a total 625 points spreading in a grid matrix on the
sample surface, as shown in Fig. 7.1. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the grid size
was set based on the size of the laser spot, which was 4 µm. This was to ensure that the
whole area can be measured continuously. After setting up the measuring area, Raman
spectrometer collected spectra sequentially from point #1 to point #625. Thus from one
mapped area, there were 625 spectra acquired. For each w/c ratio, three samples were
mapped at each individual hydration age.

Fig. 7.1. Mapping setup for analyzing an area on the sample surface
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7.2.3 Mapping Creation
Mapping with the peak area was applied to construct the chemical images for
calcium silicates (C3S+C2S), ettringite, and CH in the cement pastes during hydration.
Their maps were created by mapping the area under shift range of 823-880, 962-986, and
1467-1670 cm-1 respectively. One can note that the chemical map for C-S-H gel was not
studied in the current research. This is because C-S-H gel became nearly undetectable.
Only one or two points were found in the whole measured areas. It has already been
discussed in Section 6.3.1 that the undetectable C-S-H gel should be attributed to the
morphology and structure changes with the hydration progress, which was also found by
other researcher (Bensted, 1976).
Mapping with peak area does not require the Raman spectra to be background
subtracted. The acquired patterns just need to be normalized to have the same intensity
range or same integrated signal, or same mean and variance. As discussed in Section
6.3.2, all these three normalization methods were applicable to be used. In this study, the
last one was selected. The mean and variance were set as 0 and 1 respectively. There is
no requirement on the value of these two parameters, only if the obtained chemical maps
fit well with the Raman signals. For each chemical map, brightness threshold was set to
remove the points that did not contain the specific component. The detailed procedures in
setting the threshold have been illustrated in Section 6.3.2. After defining the threshold,
the uncertainty in determining the presence of the component in the points with relatively
weak peaks was further eliminated by only studying the points with concentrated
component.
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7.3 Chemical Mapping Analysis for Cement Paste
7.3.1 Chemical Maps for Calcium Silicates
Fig. 7.2 shows the gained calcium silicates maps for the cement paste with a w/c
ratio of 0.35 at the hydration age of 12 hours to 28 days. In current study, area fraction,
the fraction of the points with the concentrated compound over the total measured area
(625 points), was taken as an indication of the compound content in the paste. As seen
from this figure, the content of calcium silicates decreases significantly with the increase
of the hydration age. The area fraction for calcium silicates was 30.23% at 12 hours.
After the paste hydrated for 28 days, it decreased to 13.20%. The maps also indicated that
from 12 hours to 28 days, there were less and less small cement particles. This can be
observed by comparing the number of small spots (4 µm) at each specific age. This
complies with the widely accepted concept that smaller particles have higher hydration
rates than bigger particles, so they would be consumed more quickly during the hydration
process (Costoya, 2008; Scrivener and Nonat, 2011). It is also noticed that the unreacted
cement grains become more dispersive at the increased ages, which may be caused by the
reduced size of the particles with the hydration progress. These phenomena also occurred
to the cement pastes with the other w/c ratios during the hydration process.
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12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.2. Chemical maps for calcium silicates in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 at the
hydration ages from 12 hours to 28 days
Comparison of the calcium silicates maps in the cement pastes with different w/c
ratios was also conducted to reveal the influence of solid concentration on the paste
microstructure. Fig. 7.3 illustrates the maps for calcium silicates in the pastes with four
w/c ratios at the hydration ages of 12 hours and 28 days. At both ages, cement paste with
lower w/c ratio contained more unreacted calcium silicates. For example, at 12 hours, the
content of calcium silicates was decreasing from 30.23% in the cement paste with a w/c
ratio of 0.35 to 16.62% in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60. It is also seen from the figure
that at each age, the amount of big unreacted cement particles (>12 µm) was higher in the
cement paste with lower w/c ratio. Taking the cement pastes at the hydration age of 28
days as an example, in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35, most of the unreacted
cement particles had a size of 12 to 16 µm with one particularly large particle having the
size of up to 30 × 50 µm. At this age, only one big particle (around 16 µm) was found in
the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60, together with several smaller particles (4-8 µm). Less
big particles remained in the cement paste with higher w/c ratio can be caused by the less
amount of cement used and also the higher hydration rate of the paste. Less cement used
would reduce the chance of incorporating bigger particles into paste, while the cement
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particles in the cement paste with higher w/c ratio hydrate faster and thus the unreacted
grains would be smaller at the same hydration age.

w/c = 0.35

w/c = 0.40

w/c = 0.50

w/c = 0.60

w/c = 0.50

w/c = 0.60

(a)

w/c = 0.35

w/c = 0.40
(b)

Fig. 7.3. Calcium silicates maps for cement pastes with four different w/c ratios at the
hydration ages of (a) 12 hours and (b) 28 days
7.3.2 Chemical Maps for Calcium Hydroxide
As one of the major hydration products, the distribution of calcium hydroxide
(CH) in the cement paste was also examined. Fig. 7.4 displays the obtained chemical
maps for CH in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 at the ages of 12 hours to 28
days. It is seen from this figure that with the increased hydration age, the area fraction of
calcium hydroxide increases. Its content increased from 10.30% at 12 hours to 25.11% at
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28 days. The increased CH corresponds to the decreased amount of calcium silicates
observed in Fig. 7.2. With the hydration progress, the growth and connection of CH can
be found. From the chemical image at 12 hours, the sizes of CH clusters were in the
range of 4 to 20 µm, and these CH clusters were isolated with each other. After cement
paste hydrated for longer period, CH clusters were bigger and became contact with one
another, forming clusters with a size of even larger than 50 µm. This can be observed
clearly in CH chemical maps hydrated for more than 3 days. The similar developments of
CH were also found in the cement pastes with other three w/c ratios during the hydration
process.

12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.4. Chemical maps for CH in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 at the hydration ages
from 12 hours to 28 days
The comparison regarding the CH distribution in the cement pastes with different
w/c ratios at the same hydration age was also implemented. The chemical maps for CH in
the pastes with the hydration ages of 12 hours and 28 days are shown in Fig. 7.5. By
comparing the images at each age, less CH content is contained in the cement paste with
higher w/c ratio. At 12 hours, the CH content was decreased from 10.30% in the cement
paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 to 5.31% in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60. For cement
pastes hydrated for 28 days (Fig. 5(b)), CH fraction was decreased from 25.10% to 17.59%
with the increased w/c ratios from 0.35 to 0.60. When looking at Fig. 5(b), one may note
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that the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.50 had the highest CH content (35.95%) at 28 days.
This may be caused by the coincident measurement on the area dominated by CH.
From the maps in Fig. 7.5, there is no significant difference found for the
distribution of CH clusters in the different pastes. At 12 hours, most of the CH clusters
had the size of 4-12 µm with one or two clusters of 20 µm big in the measured area. This
was observed in the pastes with all four w/c ratios. When cement hydrated for 28 days,
the maps were mainly occupied by large clusters (20 to 30 µm). Small CH cluster (4-8µm)
was also found in the pastes, but the area fraction was much lower than the large clusters.

w/c = 0.35

w/c = 0.40

w/c = 0.50

w/c = 0.60

w/c = 0.50

w/c = 0.60

(a) 12 hours

w/c = 0.35

w/c = 0.40
(b) 28 days

Fig. 7.5. CH maps for cement pastes with four different w/c ratios at the hydration ages
of (a) 12 hours and (b) 28 days
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7.3.3 Chemical Maps for Ettringite
The last component studied was ettringite. Fig 7.6 shows the ettringite in the
cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 at the different hydration ages. From this figure,
ettringite content was found to decrease with the increased hydration ages. Its fraction
decreased from 8.83% at 12 hours to 1.23 % at 28 days. Compared to calcium silicates
(30.23 to 13.20%) and CH (10.30 to 25.11%) in the cement paste with the same w/c ratio
(Fig. 7.4), the fraction of ettringite was always less than these two components at the
different hydration ages.

12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.6. Chemical maps for ettringite in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 at the
hydration ages from 12 hours to 28 days
With the examination of ettringite maps in the cement pastes with all four w/c
ratios, the sizes of the ettringite clusters were found to be similar in all the pastes, in the
range of 4 to 20 µm. The dispersive distributions of these clusters across the measured
area were also found. But it should be pointed out that the content of ettringite changed in
different ways in the cement pastes with different w/c ratios. Fig. 7.7 depicts the ettringite
fractions at the different hydration ages in the cement pastes. From the figure, decreased
content of ettringite from 12 hours is only observed in the cement paste with a w/c ratio
of 0.35. In the cement pastes with higher w/c ratios, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.60, the content
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increased slightly from 12 hours to 48 hours and then it remained almost constant till 28
days. One may notice that in these pastes, ettringite content scattered after 48 hours. But
it is still seen not to change significantly from 48 hours to 28 days.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7.7. Area fraction changes of ettringite in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of: (a)
0.35; (b) 0.40; (c) 0.50; and (d) 0.60
7.3.4 Composite Maps for Cement Pastes
The maps for calcium silicates, CH, and ettringite were merged together to create
the composite map that simultaneously contained all the three components. These maps
were utilized to investigate the dispersions and connections of the different components
in the paste microstructure. Figs. 7.8-7.11 show the composite maps for cement pastes
with w/c ratios of 0.35 to 0.60 during the hydration process. The colors yellow, green,
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and blue in the maps are still representing calcium silicates, ettringite, and CH,
respectively. From the figures, there is no significant difference found in the connections
of the different components in the cement pastes with various w/c ratios. As shown in the
composite maps, ettringite was mainly detected on the surface of the unreacted calcium
silicates, which was shown as an overlapped zone of colors yellow and green on all the
maps (Figs. 7.8-7.11). On the contrary, there are very few overlapped areas between CH
and calcium silicates. CH was first emerged at the peripheral area of silicates, and it
gradually precipitated to the locations away from the unreacted cement particles as big
crystals (sometimes bigger than 50 µm). Thus it is postulated that CH was more likely to
form in the pores rather than on the surface of cement grains. It should be mentioned that
CH was the only phase that was detected as a pure phase in some locations. While for
silicates and ettringite, their detections were always accompanied with other phases. Due
to their different precipitation locations, the contact between CH and ettringite was only
found in few points over the whole measured area. The schematic diagrams illustrating
the paste microstructural development is shown in Fig. 7.12.

12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.8. Composite maps for the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 during hydration
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12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.9. Composite maps for the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.40 during hydration

12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.10. Composite maps for the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.50 during hydration

12 hours

24 hours

3 days

7 days

28 days

Fig. 7.11. Composite maps for the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60 during hydration

CH
Ettringite
Unreacted
cement
grains

Fig. 7.12. Schematic diagrams for the distributions and connections of the unreacted
cement grains, CH, and ettringite in the paste during the hydration process
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7.4 Quantitative Analysis on Cement Hydration
From 12 hours to 28 days, cement hydration is dominated by the reaction of
calcium silicates (Stage IV in Section 2.2.3). Therefore, in order to study the influence of
w/c ratio on hydration and microstructure, quantitative analysis was applied to track the
fraction changes of calcium silicates and CH. The detailed analyses are presented as
follows.
7.4.1 Quantitative analysis on Fraction Change of Calcium Silicates
Fig. 7.13 illustrates the fractions of calcium silicates in the cement pastes with all
four w/c ratios at the different hydration ages. It can be seen from the figure that for each
w/c ratio, calcium silicates decreased consistently from 12 hours to 28 days, which was
similar to the direct observation from the chemical maps. Comparing to the maps, the
figure provides more information on decreasing rate of calcium silicates. It can be seen
that the decreasing rates are different at the early and late ages. For example, in the
cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 (Fig. 7.13(a)), calcium silicates decrease rapidly
from 12 hours to 48 hours. Then its decreasing rate slows down and its content only
decreases slightly. The similar decreasing trends are also found in the cement pastes with
w/c ratios of 0.40, 0.50, and 0.60 (Fig. 7.13 (b)-(d)). The detailed differences about the
decreasing rates in the cement pastes with different w/c ratios were compared by
applying regression analysis, from which the results were shown as the curves in the
figure.
The area fraction of calcium silicates, A, during the hydration process can be
illustrated by Eq. (7.1).
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A=

(

)

(7.1)

In this equation, k is a shape factor that can be obtained via regression and t is the
hydration age with the unit of hour. A0 is representing the initial area fraction (volume
fraction) of calcium silicates before cement hydration and can be calculated by the
following equation:

=

×
/

(7.2)

where W is the mass percentage of calcium silicates (C3S+C2S) in the cement used and it
can be calculated from Table 4.2, i.e., 74.61% (64.62% for C3S and 9.99% for C2S). In
this equation, SG is the specific gravity of the cement used, which typically has the value
of 3.15 (PCA, 1988). With the known value of W and SG, A0 can be easily calculated for
cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.60, which were 37.55%, 32.66%,
29.33%, and 26.12%, respectively. It should be mentioned that by using the equation, the
specific gravities of the different cement ingredients were assumed to be the same.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7.13. Area fraction changes of calcium silicates in the cement pastes with w/c ratios
of: (a) 0.35; (b) 0.40; (c) 0.50; and (d) 0.60
The regression equations are also shown in the upper right corner in each of the
fraction charts in Fig. 7.13, together with the coefficients of determination (R2). In the
equation, the value of k governs the converging rate of each curve. From the regression, it
can be seen that the k value increases with the increase of w/c ratio. That means for the
paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60, the A value converges to its final value more quickly than
any other w/c ratios. This converging rate corresponds to the quick consumption of
calcium silicates in this paste.
Fig. 7.14 stacked the four curves shown in Fig. 7.13 together. For a given age, the
cement paste with lower w/c ratio always has higher calcium silicates content. With the
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curves, it can be expected that at the ages later than 28 days, there will still be more
unreacted cement grains in the cement paste with lower w/c ratio.

Fig. 7.14. Curves for the fraction changes of calcium silicates in the pastes with four
different w/c ratios

7.4.2 Quantitative Analysis on Fraction Change of CH
With the decreasing content of calcium silicates, CH content was increasing. The
detailed fractions of CH in the different cement pastes with hydration progress are shown
in Fig. 7.15. For cement paste with each w/c ratio, the increasing rate of CH was found to
be different at the different ages. The rapid increase of CH fraction in the first 48 hours
was observed, which was corresponding to the faster consumption of calcium silicates
during this period (Fig. 7.13). After 48 hours, the increasing rate of CH slowed down and
its content only increased slightly till 28 days. Similarly to the fraction changes of
calcium silicates, regression analysis was also applied to all the pastes to figure out the
differences in the formation rate of CH when pastes had different w/c ratios.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7.15. Area fraction changes of CH in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of: (a) 0.35;
(b) 0.40; (c) 0.50; and (d) 0.60
CH fraction, F, at different hydration ages in the cement paste can be described by Eq.
(7.3).
F=

×

(7.3)

where Fu and α are the two parameters that can be obtained via regression. The physical
meaning of Fu is the ultimate area fraction achieved when cement hydrates completely.
Same as in Eq. (7.1), t represents the hydration age (hour).
The regressed equations from the least square fit of the CH fractions are shown in
Fig. 7.15 in the lower right corner in the charts, together with the coefficients of
determination (R2). The curves based on the obtained equations were also plotted for the
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cement pastes with four w/c ratios. From the figure, R2 has the values of 0.819 to 0.983,
all of which are acceptable. This indicates the validity of using Eq. (7.3) to fit the fraction
changes of CH. It is also seen from the figure that for cement pastes with w/c ratios of
0.35, 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60, the value of the ultimate CH fraction (Fu) is 25.29%, 23.12%,
20.26%, and 19.31%, respectively. This means that with the increased w/c ratio, less
amount of CH will be formed when the cement is fully hydrated. This should be
attributed to the less amount of cement used. In addition to the ultimate fraction (Fu), the
coefficient α governs the shape of the curve. From the regression, the α value decreases
persistently from 0.0575 in the cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.35 to 0.0306 in the
paste with a w/c ratio of 0.60. This indicates that in the paste with a w/c of 0.35, the CH
value increases quickly during the early age to approach its ultimate value.
Fig. 7.16 stacks the fraction curves for CH in the cement pastes with four w/c
ratios. It is observed that at each individual age, lower CH content is contained in the
cement paste with higher w/c ratio.
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Fig. 7.16. Area fraction changes of CH for the cement pastes with four different w/c
ratios

7.5 Conclusions
In this work, Raman spectroscopy was used to chemically map the microstructure
development of cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35 to 0.60 from 12 hours to 28 days.
Based on the chemical images and quantitative analysis on the fractions changes of the
components, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) From the chemical maps for calcium silicates, the unreacted cement grains become
more dispersive with the increased hydration ages from 12 hours to 28 days. With the
hydration progress, the number of small particles with the size of around 4 µm decreased
due to their faster hydration rates compared to the bigger particles. At all the ages,
smaller amount of big unreacted grains (> 12 µm) was found in the cement paste with
higher w/c ratio.
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(2) Calcium silicates were found to hydrate much more rapidly in the first 48 hours. After
48 hours, their hydration slowed down. For cement paste with higher w/c ratio, the
calcium silicates hydrated faster.
(3) At the early age of hydration, CH clusters were found to have the typical size of 4 to
20 µm and they were isolated from each other. With the ongoing hydration, CH became
contact with one another and formed bigger clusters which sometimes could have a size
larger than 50 µm.
(4) For a cement paste with higher w/c ratio at each age, the amount of CH was lower.
But the size distribution of CH clusters did not vary significantly in the cement pastes
with different w/c ratios.
(5) From the regression analysis, the increase of CH content corresponded well to the
decrease of calcium silicates. The formation of CH was much faster during the first 48
hours, and then the content only increased slightly.
(6) The composite maps showed ettringite mainly formed on the surface of unreacted
cement particles, while CH tended to precipitate as big particles in the pores.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, the hydration process and microstructure development of fresh
and hardened cement pastes were investigated by Raman spectroscopy. RS analysis was
firstly applied to the in-situ and continuous observation on the hydration of fresh pastes
during setting. The detected Raman signals were correlated to the macro-level properties
of the pastes, including setting time and heat signature. The utilization of RS was then
expanded to explore the differences in the hydration mechanisms in hardened ordinary
pastes and UHPC. Besides these spectral analyses, the chemical mapping feature of RS
was used to investigate the microstructure development of cement pastes with w/c ratios
of 0.35 to 0.60 during the hydration from 12 hours to 28 days. From the mapping results,
the effects of solid concentration on the paste microstructure development were evaluated.
Based on these studies, the conclusions with regards to the main objectives of this
research can be given as follows:
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8.1.1 Fresh Cement Paste during Setting
(a) Hydration of C3S and C2S
C3S and C2S were characterized clearly by RS with the respective peaks at 833
and 887 cm-1. After mixing, the intensities of these two peaks decreased dramatically due
to the dissolution process. Their hydration produced CH and C-S-H gel. CH can be
detected by RS at the very early stage of hydration with multiple peaks at the shifts from
1400 to 2000 cm-1. These peaks consistently presented in the paste patterns from 20
minutes to 9 hours without significant intensity change. Another product, C-S-H gel, was
detected later than CH in the pastes. It had characteristic peaks at 450 and 625 cm-1. Its
detection happened after dormant period but before initial setting time. For cement pastes
with w/c ratios of 0.35, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.60, C-S-H gel was detected at the ages of 100,
140, 230, and 330 minutes, respectively. During the setting period, the intensity of C-S-H
gel peaks did not change significantly.
(b) Reaction between C3A and Gypsum
C3A had a characteristic peak at 550 cm-1 and another peak at 750-760 cm-1
overlapped by C4AF. C3A reacted quickly with gypsum (with a peak of 1005 cm-1) at the
very early age of hydration, producing ettringite with the appearance of a peak at 991 cm-1.
The ettringite peak was presented consistently in the spectrums throughout the setting
period. Its intensity remained almost constant during the first few hours and then it
increased rapidly due to the renewed reaction of C3A. The time point of the onset of
ettringite increasing intensity can indicate the end of the dormant period in the pastes.
Following the increasing period, ettringite intensity started to decrease till final set, which
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was assumed to be caused by the ettringite conversion into monosulfate. In the current
study, the peak for monosulfate (983 cm-1) was found in the pastes with w/c ratios of 0.35
and 0.40 at the respective hydration ages of 140 and 360 minutes. This peak was not
detected in the cement pastes with w/c ratios of 0.50 and 0.60.
8.1.2 Hydration Mechanisms of Ordinary Pastes and UHPC
(a) Class H Cement versus Type I Cement
Class H cement had C3S, C2S, and gypsum detected at the same shifts as Type I
cement, at 833, 887 and 1005 cm-1, respectively. But in Class H cement, C3A peak cannot
be separated from the overlapped region of C3A and C4AF due to the fact that it
contained much less C3A compared to Type I cement.
(b) Silica Sand, Silica Flour, and Silica Fume
Both silica sand and silica flour had a strong peak at 465 cm-1, while the strongest
peak for silica fume was at the shift of 517 cm-1. Among all these three silicas, only silica
flour had two relatively strong peaks at 1371 and 1397 cm-1. These two peaks did not
present in the patterns for silica sand and silica fume. Thus the two peaks at 1371 and
1397 cm-1 were taken as the characteristic peaks for silica flour in the study. Different
from the silica sand and silica flour that did not take part in the hydration, the pozzolanic
reaction of silica fume was found. This reaction was more reactive during the first two
weeks.
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(c) C3S and C2S in Ordinary Pastes and UHPC
Calcium silicates decreased with increasing hydration ages in both materials, but
this decreasing trend was more obvious in the ordinary cement paste than in the UHPC.
Their hydration product, CH, was detected in both materials. In ordinary paste, CH
amount increased with ages. However, in UHPC, its amount decreased after 7 days due to
the consumption by silica fume reaction.
(d) Ettringite in Ordinary Pastes and UHPC
The peak for C3A was undetectable in both materials at the observed ages from 3
to 28 days. The content of its hydration product, ettringite, had similar trend in the two
materials. It decreased from 7 to 14 days and then kept almost constant till 28 days.
8.1.3 Chemical Mapping Analysis on Pastes Microstructure
(a) Mapping Protocol Developed
Three chemical mapping methods, including mapping with peak intensity, peak
area, and components method were tried in the preliminary study. Among these three
methods, only the mapping with peak area method provided the maps correctly reflecting
the detections of the Raman spectrums acquired from the measured areas. For the
application of this method, the obtained Raman spectrums from the mapped area should
be normalized to have the same intensity, same integrated signal, or same mean and
variance. The last normalization method was adopted in the current study. With the
constructed maps, only the points with concentrated components were studied to remove
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the uncertainty in determining the presence of the specific component in the points with
relatively weak peaks.
(b) Maps for C3S and C2S
For a given cement paste, the chemical maps indicated the content of calcium
silicates to decrease consistently from 12 hours to 28 days and they become more
dispersively distributed at the increased hydration ages. The faster hydration of small
particles with the size of around 4µm was also found. During the hydration process, these
two components hydrated rapidly in the first 48 hours and thereafter the rates slowed
down. With increased w/c ratio, their hydration rates increased.
(c) CH Images
CH formation was much faster during the first 48 hours and then its content only
increased slightly. At the early age, CH clusters had a typical size of 4 to 20 µm and they
were isolated from each other. With the ongoing hydration, the clusters became contact
with each other and formed as big clusters (sometimes larger than 50 µm) in the pores.
(d) Images for ettringite
Compared to calcium silicates and CH, ettringite occupied much smaller area
fraction in the chemical maps at all the hydration ages. This component was found to
precipitate on the surface of unreacted cement grains.
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8.2 Future Work
This work suggests Raman spectroscopy an efficient tool in studying the hydration
process and microstructure development for the cement pastes. Some future work on this
topic can be investigated:
•

With the decreased intensity of ettringite peak after its increasing period during
setting, the monosulfate was only detected in the fresh pastes with w/c ratios of
0.35 and 0.40, not in the pastes with w/c ratios of 0.50 and 0.60. The window for
in-situ observation on the pastes with the latter two w/c ratios can be extended
from 9 hours to 12 hours to further examine the peaks in the sulfate region.

•

Chemical mapping of fresh cement pastes has not been implemented in the
current study due to the long time (9 hours) needed for mapping measurements. In
future research, instead of measuring a complete range of 300 to 2000 cm-1, the
shift range can be shortened to focus on studying the hydration behavior of each
individual cement ingredient.

•

The resolution for chemical maps in the current work was 4µm, determined by the
50× magnification objective used. The objectives with higher magnifications can
be used to improve the resolution. For example, by using the 100× magnification
objective, the resolution for maps can be increased to 1 µm. The results would be
helpful to understand the paste microstructure better.

•

The 2-D chemical mapping method is promising for the distributions and
connections of the cement pastes. The study can be extended to 3-D mapping to
explore the depth profile of the hydrating paste.
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•

It will be interesting to compare the results of RS analysis with other existing
micro-level techniques, such as XRD, IR, and SEM. Combining these methods
will give more comprehensive understanding about cement hydration mechanism
and microstructure development, benefiting the cement and concrete industries in
their manufacturing and construction processes.

•

With the available Raman spectrums and chemical images, computational tools
can be explored to model the paste microstructure for the fresh pastes during the
hydration process. The modeling results can be compared with macro-level
properties, e.g., setting time and heat signature, which can provide supports to the
RS findings.

•

The research is currently staying with Type I cement and ordinary paste. It would
be interesting to further investigate the application of Raman spectroscopy,
including spectral analysis and chemical mapping, to other types of cement and
paste/mortar/concrete with various chemical and mineral admixtures under the
different curing conditions.
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